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EVALUATE YOUR 
TECH PROGRESS
Develop staff using training, learning 
through observation and hands-on 
verifi cation.
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KNOWING THE 
PROCEDURES

OEM PROCEDURES CAN CHANGE AT ANY TIME, SO IT IS 

VITAL TO CHECK EVERY ONE BEFORE COMPLETING A REPAIR. 

RIVET BONDING 
ALUMINUM
Techs must know how to use a rivet gun, 
which rivet to use and the required 
adhesives for the job 
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Colorvation is a unique, comprehensive, 

user-friendly approach to vehicle 

refinishing featuring the most advanced 

digital color technology available. Based 

on our innovative tools, Automatchic™ 

and MIXIT™, AkzoNobel’s digital platform 

brings measurable improvements for 

your business – greater accuracy, 

greater efficiency and ultimately, greater 

profitability. Are you ready to give your 

business the digital advantage?

To find out how Colorvation can give  

your business the edge, contact one of 

our digital color experts today, and visit  

www.colorvation.com.

See us at SEMA 2016 Booth #25133
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Seeing a return goes beyond just payment for repairs.
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DSRC offers driver privacy, safety concerns.
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MoparRepairConnection.com

                        FIT AND FINISH IS 
     NO PLACE TO GET CREATIVE.

Collision repair is no place to cut corners. It’s also no place to drill holes or do extra welding to 

make the wrong part fit better. Only Mopar® parts are made from the original specs for durability, 

performance and the highest safety standards. They’ve also undergone rigorous testing as 

part of a whole safety system. So don’t compromise the integrity of the whole vehicle for a lesser 

part. When you partner with us, you’ll get the right part for the job – Authentic Mopar. 

GET IT DONE RIGHT WITH ORIGINAL MOPAR®  PARTS.

©2016 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Mopar is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.
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NHTSA PUBLISHES 
PROPOSED RULE ON 
RECALL NOTIFICATION
A proposed NHTSA 
rule would require 
manufacturers to notify 
consumers of recalls by 
electronic measures, such 
as text, email or radio, in 
addition to fi rst-class mail.
ABRN.COM/NOTIFY

HONDA REAFFIRMS ITS 
SCAN AND CALIBRATION 
POSITION STATEMENT
After OEM research 
showed initial “gray areas,” 
Honda felt obligated to 
inform the collision industry 
of their position, the reason 
behind it and where to 
obtain scanning resources.
ABRN.COM/HONDASCAN

SCRS LAUNCHES 
INDUSTRY CAREER 
CENTER
SCRS has launched the 
SCRS Career Center, 
a new online resource 
designed to help industry 
businesses recruit qualifi ed 
entrants into the collision 
repair industry.
ABRN.COM/SCRSCAREER

ANGIE’S LIST LAUNCHES 
“WORK WITH THE BEST” 
SWEEPSTAKES TO 
SERVICE PROVIDERS
The contest will 
reward current and 
newly registered 
service providers with 
opportunities to win one of 
four monthly drawings.
ABRN.COM/ANGIECONTEST

UNI-SELECT LAUNCHES 
FINISHMASTER IN 
CANADA
Uni-Select, a distributor of 
paint and related products 
in the United States, will be 
launching its FinishMaster 
brand in Canada, with 
the initial deployment in 
Toronto and Ottawa.
ABRN.COM/FINISHLAUNCH

>> DSRC CONTINUES ON PAGE 8

AUTOMECHANIKA CHICAGO, NACE 
TO COMBINE FORCES IN 2017
FRANKFURT, GERMANY — Auto-

mechanika Chicago, the largest U.S. trade 

show dedicated to high-end technical and 

management-related training for automo-

tive collision and service repair shops, 

along with NACE (the International Au-

tobody Congress & Exposition), the pre-

miere event for the U.S. collision repair 

industry, have signed a letter of intent to 

combine forces starting in 2017.

The co-production between Auto-

mechanika Chicago and NACE will cre-

ate a unified stage using NACE’s strong 

relationships within the collision and OE 

community combined with Automechan-

ika Chicago’s global strength throughout 

the automotive aftermarket. Working in 

collaboration, the two entities will create 

an unprecedented partnership focused 

on training and product discovery for the 

automotive technicians, shop owners 

INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP

VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE 
WIRELESS STANDARD 
UNDER FIRE 
BRIAN ALBRIGHT // 
Contributing Editor

A group of consumer 
advocacy associations 

issued a letter to the Federal 
Communications Commission 
voicing concerns about the possible 
commercial use of the dedicated 
short-range communications 
(DSRC) spectrum band that will be 
used for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 
connected car applications. The 
concerns focused on both driver 
privacy and safety if OEMs are 
allowed to provide commercial 
services using the wireless 
technology.

In 2014, the National Highway 
Traffi c Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) released an advance 
notice of proposed rulemaking that 
would mandate DSRC-based V2V 
communications in light vehicles. 
The agency was most interested 
in left-turn assist and intersection 

CONNECTED CARS

>> AMC/NACE CONTINUES ON PAGE 8

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Jim Savas, UBM Automotive VP & GM; Michael Johannes, Brand 
Manager Automechanika; Dan Risley, President & Executive Director of the Automotive Service 
Association (ASA); and Dennis Smith, President & CEO, Messe Frankfurt North America.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

and parts distributors. A combined Au-

tomechanika Chicago and NACE show 

will take place July 26-29, 2017 in Chicago.

“We are extremely pleased with this 

alliance. The industry has been asking for 

this and we listened. By combining the 

expertise of two undisputed market lead-

ers, Automechanika Chicago and NACE, 

we are confident in our ability to offer a 

comprehensive platform for companies 

interested in reaching collision and me-

chanical repair shops en masse,” stated 

Dennis Smith, President and CEO, Messe 

Frankfurt North America.

Automechanika Chicago produced 

its inaugural show in April of 2015 

in partnership with UBM, formerly 

Advanstar Communications, training 

more than 2,000 technicians and 

shop owners. NACE has served the 

automotive repair and collision market 

for more than 30 years. The strong 

commitment to the automotive industry 

by each of these groups solidifies 

the combined position to exceed the 

demands of the market.

“By combining resources, this col-

laboration will provide the market with 

a unique opportunity to connect each 

segment of the industry, thus serving 

the entire automotive collision and ser-

vice repair audience,” said Dan Risley, 

President and Executive Director of the 

Automotive Service Association (ASA).”

“This partnership is a real opportunity 

for shop owners, managers and techni-

cians to connect at an event tailored to 

them by groups that understand their 

training needs and the real-world repair 

issues they face,” said UBM Automotive 

VP & GM Jim Savas. 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

AMC/NACE

movement assist systems that would 
help drivers by alerting them to cars 
that are running red lights, or preventing 
drivers from making a left turn into 
oncoming traffi c. According to NHTSA’s 
fi ndings, just those two systems could 
prevent up to 592,000 crashes and 
save more than 1,083 lives per year. The 
proposed mandate would take effect 
in 2020, and General Motors plans to 
include the technology in vehicles as 
early as the 2017 model year.

The consumer and privacy groups 
support a request by Public Knowledge 
and the New America Foundation for an 
emergency stay on the use of DSRC 
in the 5.9GHz spectrum band because 
of the possibility of connected cars 
being hacked or companies misusing 
vehicle owners’ personal information. 
The Intelligent Transportation Society of 
America (ITSA), Alliance of Automobile 
Manufacturers and the Association 
of Global Automakers fi led a counter 
petition to deny that emergency request.

The letter to the FCC was signed by 
representatives of Consumer Watchdog, 
Consumer Action, the Center for Digital 
Democracy, the Consumer Federation 
of America, the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, and other groups.

Dr. William Whyte, author of the 
IEEE 1609.2 V2V security standard, 

met with White House offi cials earlier 
this month to discuss the issue. 
“There is no doubt that connected 
cars are vulnerable to hacking and the 
examples the petition provided do an 
excellent job proving that,” Whyte said. 
“However, all of those attacks were 
done through cellular connections, 
on-board diagnostic (OBD-2) port 
dongles, remote keyless entry fobs 
and other wireless connections. Unlike 
each of these technologies, DSRC was 
designed from the start with security 
and privacy in mind.”

According to the letter from the 
consumer advocates, ITSA and 
automakers hope to deploy commercial 
services on the DSRC spectrum, which 
may not be covered by the privacy-
by-design protections proposed by 
NHTSA in its 2014 Technical Report 
and advanced notice of proposed 
rulemaking. Instead, application providers 
would be responsible for providing 
whatever level of privacy they wanted.

According to the letter: “Without 
Commission action on the petition, 
DSRC licensees are free to partner with 
any commercial data broker, advertiser 
or any other third party with virtually no 
notice to consumers and no need to 
obtain consumer permission — or even 
provide consumers with a means of 
opting out of these arrangements.”

Consumer protection concerns 
have been increased by cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities highlighted in the 2015 
Markey Report, as well as private 
testing by different companies and 
hackers. DSRC units could potentially 
be exploited to spread malware from 
car to car, putting personal information 
at risk and creating a safety hazard.

According to automotive industry 
groups, the request for a stay is 
fl awed because DSRC systems don’t 
collect or store information that can be 
linked to a specifi c driver or vehicle. 
According to the Alliance of Automobile 
Manufacturers, the stay is also fl awed 
because it doesn’t meet the FCC’s 
requirements for such a request.

The IEEE 1609 DSRC Working 
Group defended the security of the 
standard to the FCC. “Security and 
privacy have been fundamental DSRC 
technical and policy requirements since 
its inception,” the group said.

“It is essential that the intelligent 
transportation revolution continue.” said 
Regina Hopper, ITSA president and 
CEO. “From saving lives to reducing 
emissions to easing traffi c congestion, 
the full promise of intelligent 
transportation is transformative. 
Such a move would be reckless and 
unwarranted, undermining the clear 
public interest.” 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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Craig Schiffbauer says the shift 

to BASF’s workflow process, 

Advanced Process Solutions (APS), 

wasn’t without its hiccups. But just 

as BASF is there for the shop in other 

areas, the company walked him 

through the setup, implementation 

and training.

“We had some growing pains, and 

had to make some adjustments to 

make it work for us,” said Schiffbauer, 

the general manager of Cascades 

Auto Body in Sterling, Va. “But for us in 

VJG�NQPI�TWP��KVŨU�FGƒ�PKVGN[�YQTMGF�QWV��

We had been doing about 200 cars a 

month. Now we’re closer to getting out 

250 or even 300 cars a month.”

APS brings a consistent process 

to production, using elements such 

as a complete disassembly to write 

a thorough, upfront repair plan and 

From training to additional painters, BASF 
backs up its customers however they need it 
BY JOHN YOSWICK // CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

ADVANCED 

PROCESS 

SOLUTIONS (APS)

CUSTOMER 

SOLUTIONS

BASF IS THE 

NO. 1 CHEMICAL 

SUPPLIER TO THE 

AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY, and 

has been part of 

the automotive 

industry since 

the 1800s. We 

value our industry partnerships 

and continually work to keep them 

strong. One of our longstanding key 

partners is CARSTAR, with whom 

we have enjoyed a 25-year history 

as their preferred paint supplier. 

We’re proud of our long-term 

relationships and are committed to 

superior customer service. 

With BASF’s Advanced Process 

Solutions (APS) and CARSTAR’s 

EDGE program, our team has 

developed industry-leading 

practices. These two programs are 

proven to improve cycle time and 

touch time, increasing insurance 

appeal and driving new business 

to the door for CARSTAR collision 

repair centers across North America.

BASF works with CARSTAR shops 

VQ�JGNR�OCZKOK\G�VJGKT�ITQUU�RTQƒ�V�

on paint, supporting CARSTAR to 

compete with other national MSOs. 

BASF also offers process and change 

management to shops through 

VisionPLUS Online automated push 

reporting and online analytics.

We at BASF are proud of our 25-year 

partnership with CARSTAR and the 

industry-leading developments that 

have come from this relationship. At 

$#5(��YG�RWV�QWT�RCTVPGTU�ƒ�TUV�CPF�

win together.

JOHN MOREAU // North American 

Key Accounts Manager

Cascades utilizes 
vehicle “mapping” 
to effectively 
communicate as 
the vehicle moves 
through the repair 
process.  

ensure all needed parts are in the 

shop before repairs move forward. It 

reduces the costs and delays associ-

ated with frequent supplements and 

multiple — and often last-minute — 

parts orders.

Schiffbauer said some of the initial 

challenges involved helping all em-

ployees understand the APS concept 

and how the change helps boost the 

shop’s productivity. 

“Some employees didn’t initially 

like the idea of anyone else touching 

‘their’ vehicles, but most realized it 

sounded like a good idea,” he said.

One unique aspect of implement-

ing APS at Cascades was based on 

the shop’s facility; the company has 

25,000 square feet in total, but it’s 

spread between two shop buildings. 

One repair team works in the front 
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shop that also includes the company’s 

QHƒEGU�CPF�VJG�FGVCKNKPI�CPF�OGEJCPK-

cal departments. The other building in-

cludes three other repair teams, as well 

as the paint and parts departments.

That’s where the customizable 

aspects of APS helped out, Schiffbauer 

said. Rather than having just one DFR 

(disassembly for repair) team, Schiff-

bauer said each of the four repair teams 

has its own DFR.

“That allows each of our teams to 

get their hands on the vehicles right 

away,” Schiffbauer said.

The process also involves exten-

sive “mapping” of vehicles, using 

colored markers to communicate right 

on the vehicle key information as the 

vehicle moves through the process.

“We had used markers before, but 

YGŨTG�FGƒPKVGN[�WUKPI�VJGO�KP�C�DGVVGT�

way now,” Schiffbauer said. “That whole 

process of marking damaged parts, for 

example, makes it all easy to see.”

The end result has been improved 

cycle time and throughput. BASF was 

instrumental in helping with the transition 

every step of the way, Schiffbauer said.

“They were very much involved, even 

before we made the switch, bringing in 

a team to help touch every aspect of it, 

helping to get everyone to understand,” 

he said. “They were in quite often with 

us. If we’ve had any questions, they’ve 

been there for us. They still come in to 

check on us, see how things 

are going. We had some 

new employees last year, so 

BASF came back in and did 

a refresher with everybody. 

They’ve been a big help. 

We’ve been very pleased 

with it, for sure.”

Bob Waldron, however, 

hasn’t transitioned to APS 

at Waldron Auto Body 

CARSTAR in Marlborough, 

Mass., or his other three 

nearby bodyshops, though 

he’s working with BASF to 

soon begin implementing it 

one shop at a time. But he said there’s 

no shortage of other things he sees the 

TGƒPKUJ�EQCVKPIU�EQORCP[�DTKPIKPI�VQ�

his business that have kept him a loyal 

BASF customer for the last 25 of the 35 

years he’s been in business.

“We get such good support from 

them in so many ways,” Waldron said.

The SmartTRAK paint 

management system, for 

example, he said, helps him 

manage paint inventory 

across his shops, as well 

as monitor painter perfor-

mance.

“We can see if a painter 

is struggling with over-

pours or re-dos,” Waldron 

said. “The system also 

helps us track what we 

need for environmental 

regulatory compliance.”

Schiffbauer, too, said 

the weekly push-reports 

on production he receives 

every week from BASF keep 

him up-to-date on key per-

formance indicators, and 

help him spot areas where 

improvement is needed.

Waldron participates in a CARSTAR 

Financial Focus Group that helps him 

compare his shops’ production and 

ƒPCPEKCN�RGTHQTOCPEG�CICKPUV�QVJGT�

CARSTAR businesses. That keeps him 

focused on such things 

as materials gross prof-

it; and if it’s not keeping 

pace with others in his 

group, BASF has been 

there to help ferret out 

the causes.

“They’ve worked 

with us on inventory 

purchasing and control, 

for example,” Waldron 

said. “And it’s not just 

a one-and-done. They 

come in and spend how-

ever much time it takes 

until I’m happy with the 

numbers. They’re right there when you 

need them.”

Waldron launched his business in 

the early 1980s at the age of 20, but 

its growth really kicked into high-gear 

when he acquired his second CAR-

STAR shop in 2000. The company 

now has about 50 employees. BASF 

has helped Waldron 

cross-train his painters 

and preppers to help 

keep each shop’s paint 

department staffed, 

and also has helped 

out when an occasion-

CN�UVCHƒPI�UJQTVCIG�

due to employee vaca-

tions could hamper 

production.

“We push some 

work through here and 

have a lot of obliga-

tions,” Waldron said. 

“There are just some 

days when, no matter 

who you have trained 

and backed-up, some-

one’s not there. I know I 

can call BASF and they 

YKNN�JCXG�C�EGTVKƒGF�RCKPVGT�EQOG�KP��

That’s huge.”

The combination of a quality water-

borne paint line backed up with good 

training has led to virtually no paint 

warranty claims, Waldron said.

“It’s a good product, and it’s fast, 

and we need that,” he said. “We do 100 

cars a week or better, so you do the 

math. If we had to repaint a bunch of 

cars again, it would kill you. A lot of my 

customers are repeat customers. So 

we get to look at these cars we previ-

ously sprayed and see how it all looks. 

It’s a very good product, and it lasts.”

Waldron said his company’s 

growth certainly has made other 

paint companies interested in gaining 

his business. But he sees no reason 

to switch.

“I just know BASF will be there,” he 

says. “They will have my back.” ◾

“WE HAD BEEN DOING 

ABOUT 200 CARS A 

MONTH. NOW WE’RE 

CLOSER TO GETTING OUT 

250 OR EVEN 300 CARS  

A MONTH.” 
– Craig Schiffbauer // 

Cascades Auto Body

“WE CAN SEE IF A 

PAINTER IS STRUGGLING 

WITH OVER-POURS OR 

RE-DOS. THE SYSTEM 

ALSO HELPS US TRACK 

WHAT WE NEED FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

REGULATORY 

COMPLIANCE.”

– Bob Waldron // Waldron 
Auto Body CARSTAR

WALDRON PHOTOS BY DAVID M. BARRON/OXYGENGROUP  // CASCADE PHOTOS BY DONNIE GRAY/GRAY AREA PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO



Finish smart

Backed by the worldwide expertise of BASF, R-M® has long been providing 
our partners with value that goes well beyond the finish. As the preferred paint 
supplier, we’ve been helping owners in the CARSTAR network maximize their 
profits on paint for 25 years. By integrating BASF’s Advanced Process Solutions™ 
with CARSTAR’s Edge Performance, together we’ve built industry-leading best 
practices. Our VisionPLUS® OnLine, too, has provided CARSTAR with a platform 
for successful process and change management.  
 Visit basfrefinish.com/rm to discover the many perks of partnership.

Proven programs.  
Best practices.  
Perfect partnerships. 
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PREPARE YOUR SHOP 
FOR TOP TECHS

A
s the collision repair indus-

try accelerates around the 

advancement of automotive 

engineering technology, the 

need for effi  ciently repairing the vehicle 

right the fi rst time is critical. At the same 

time, the allowable time to repair the ve-

hicle is shrinking signifi cantly. Th ere is no 

room for error. Unskilled technicians can 

bring your business to its knees.

Ultimately, the buck stops with the 

technicians repairing vehicles properly in 

a timely manner. The ultimate goal in this 

business should be to employ tenured, 

highly skilled technicians. A shop’s ability 

to attract and retain skilled technicians 

involves providing them with ergonomic 

shop efficiencies in a safe work environ-

ment, as well as highly refined processes 

to meet production demands and maxi-

mize labor hours. The end result acceler-

ates repair times, builds a strong team, 

makes everyone more profitable and en-

sures your business’s longevity and value. 

Incorporating these elements into your 

business model will have technicians 

seeking you out and wanting to remain 

at your business.

How does a business attract, and 

more importantly retain, highly 

skilled technicians? 

r� -PDBUF � QSPNJTJOH� OFX� IJSFT�

through direct involvement with techni-

cal schools, and grow your own. Spon-

sor and network at automotive-related 

venues to seek out young talent who are 

enthusiastic and interested in learning.

r� %FWFMPQ�B�DVMUVSF�UIBU�FODPVSBHFT�

quality work and efficiency, all while 

showing concern for safety to extend the 

“work span” of your valuable and tenured 

personnel.

r� $POTJEFS�FGGJDJFODZ�B�OFWFS�FOEJOH�

development task. All employees should 

be encouraged to contribute to and im-

prove upon what they do every day.

r� .BJOUBJO�BOE�VQEBUF�FRVJQNFOU�

whenever new capabilities, efficiencies 

and/or safety improvements are 

identified.

r� *NQMFNFOU�DPOUJOVPVT�USBJOJOH�BOE�

OPERATIONS // RECRUITMENT

PHOTO: BEVERLY HILLS AUTO BODY GROUP 

GROW TEAM COHESIVENESS through 
regular communication with the entire staff.
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improve access to repair information.

r� $POUJOVPVTMZ�FOGPSDF�VODMVUUFSFE�

well-lighted, clean and professional 

work areas.

r� *NQSPWF�UIF�TIPQ�FOWJSPONFOU��*N-

prove air quality, maintain comfortable 

temperature settings, install economical 

BOE�DPPM�-&%�MJHIUJOH�BOE�QSPWJEF�TJHIU�

BOE�IFBSJOH� QSPUFDUJPO��.BLF� JU�CFU-

ter than any other place they have ever 

XPSLFE��&OTVSF�UIF�XPSL�CBZT�BSF�XFMM�MJU�

— nobody likes to work in a cave. In order 

to perform a quality repair, surgeons need 

good lighting, and skilled technicians 

would agree they need a well-lit environ-

ment as well. Air quality, dust contain-

ment, and controlled sound levels all lead 

to happier, more productive employees. 

The younger employees that “don’t need 

it” will learn from the older masters that 

this is critical for longevity.

r� 3FUBJO�XFMM�USBJOFE�BOE�QSPGJDJFOU�

technicians by supporting them with 

on-going shop enhancements and con-

tinued improvement in efficiencies to fre-

quently enhance the production process.

What builds a strong team?

r� %FWFMPQ�B�XPSLQMBDF�TBGFUZ�QPMJDZ�

for both equipment and operators. An 

office built around efficient production 

that incorporates safety and wellness 

programs will improve employee morale 

and resulting work ethic. Technicians will 

be less likely to leave for another job op-

portunity if they feel their well being is in 

high regard by their employer.

r� *OTUJUVUF�NBOEBUFE�GBDJMJUZ�TBGFUZ�

reviews submitted by each employee 

on a regular schedule. 

This brings awareness 

to potential safety is-

sues before they occur.  

From a simple exten-

sion cord tr ipping 

ha zard to perhaps 

something larger, your 

technicians will feel 

they’ve contributed to 

a safer environment for 

the entire team.

r� *NQ SPWF � ZPVS�

team by member inclu-

sion whenever possible. Plan all big jobs 

with detailed checklists and synchronize 

parallel repair processes.

r� *ODPSQPSBUF�TBGF�XPSL�FOWJSPONFOU�

practices that are conducive to both ef-

ficiency and technician short- and long-

term health. Be sure you have the proper 

QFSTPOBM�QSPUFDUJWF�FRVJQNFOU�	11&
�

suitable for the job at hand readily avail-

BCMF�BOE�FBTJMZ�BDDFTTJCMF��&OGPSDF�UIBU�

your employees not only wear it, but 

wear it properly and understand why 

they must wear it.  

How do I maximize labor hours, 

meet production demands and ac-

celerate repair times?

r� 'PDVT�PO�UIF�OFFET�PG�ZPVS�UFDIOJ-

cians by allowing them to remain in their 

own repair bay. A technician should be 

able to perform like an experienced chef 

and surgeon, having all tools and ingre-

dients within arm’s reach. They will work 

faster with reduced work steps.

r� *NQSPWF�UIF�XPSLGMPX�JO�ZPVS�TIPQ�

by seeking to elimi-

nate movement of 

the vehicle between 

repair tasks when-

ever possible. Award 

top technicians by in-

stalling ‘small task cor-

rection work stations’ 

in the technician’s 

bay with his toolbox 

conveniently posi-

tioned to address all 

cosmetic and minor 

collision repairs. Provide ergonomic im-

provement in accessing upper and lower 

areas of the vehicle with adjustable height 

work stations. In a single setup, provide 

minor anchoring and pulling, realign and 

prepare cosmetic sheet metal damage 

as well as other ‘gravy services’ with even 

quicker turnover. Turn up the speed. 

$POUJOVPVT�JNQSPWFNFOU�JO�UFDIOJ-

cian productivity results in fewer injuries, 

reduced sickness and less down time. 

Productivity ultimately starts with the 

technician’s work environment. Air quality, 

ergonomics, work steps reduction, lighting, 

sound levels, etc. all lead to happier, health-

ier technicians. This adds to retention, 

loyalty, quality workmanship, business im-

provement and growth in profitability. Top 

technicians invest a lot into themselves. 

They want to be rewarded and assisted 

through a professional work environment 

to maximize their production.

Become your company leader in 

building team efficiency, without losing 

sight of the importance of increasing job 

RVBMJUZ��$4*�XJMM�HSPX�BOE�FWFSZPOF�XJMM�

thrive. Provide the tools (environment, 

LOPXMFEHF�TBGFUZ�BOE�FRVJQNFOU
�BOE�

you’ll have top technicians waiting in line 

to pursue your company. 

DAVID SCRIBNER is 
Technical Director for Car-
O-Liner Company. He brings 
over 25 years of experience 
in product line management 

and and product development.  
dscribner@car-o-liner.com

INSTALL EQUIPMENT that aids in the health and safety of your 
technicians, making their workplace better.
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MSRP excludes state and local taxes, and freight if applicable. Prices may vary by dealer. See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for additional details or a copy of the Mercedes-Benz parts limited warranty. 

The quality of our parts is only part of the story. 
Of course every Genuine Mercedes-Benz Part is made to ensure a perfect fit and deliver top performance. 

But we provide more than just exceptional parts. Such as an exclusive Parts Warranty that covers labor. 

Dedicated support and customized solutions from a certified PartsPro dealership. Plus competitive pricing 

with Mercedes-Benz CollisionPro powered by CollisionLink.® All this, so that your entire experience is as 

unrivaled as the parts you use.  

 

To learn more, visit www.mbwholesaleparts.com. 
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EVALUATE 
YOUR 
TECHNICIAN 
PROGRESS

I
n our previous article, “Fighting 

the technician shortage: Part II” 

(August 2016), we discussed in-

centives, rewards, mentorship and 

development eff orts for apprentices. Th is 

month, we will review a method to evalu-

ate technician progress models.  

Let’s start with a high-level view of 

the development method per role. The 

development method is based on a track 

program with up to 15 tracks per role and 

various disciplines to master in order to 

move to the next track. The tracks don’t 

have to be linear, but are set up in a logi-

cal progression.

Training path or experiential?

Th is development method strongly en-

courages and values training, as some 

tracks require training or formal certi-

fication. It also encourages hands-on 

experiential learning that allows the 

apprentice to observe a model of the 

repair process performed in an effi  cient 

manner, and then he/she will practice 

the task under supervision.

Per track evaluations

To pass a discipline, apprentices need 

to meet any training or certification 

requirements and then complete the 

task on a customer vehicle unaided 

two times within the crash guide time 

allotted for the repair. In short, fi nal dis-

cipline and track evaluations are tied 

to proper completion of the task in an 

observation and hands-on verifi cation
STEVE TRAPP // Contributing Editor

OPERATIONS // STAFF EVALUATION
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Skill
eLearning 

Recommended

Suggested or 

Recommended 

Training Courses

Certification  

to Earn

Experiential 

Learning Suggested
Method of Evaluation

Staging the 

vehicles for 

entry into the 

booth

Axalta – Staging 

module 

(Recommended)

Axalta – On-site 

Prepper Course 

(Recommended)

(None 

required)

Observe prepper/ 

painter staging five 

vehicles. Following 

observations, stage 10 

vehicles with them.

Stage single larger job 

and set in booth in five 

minutes or less. Stage 

multiple job booth 

cycles in five minutes 

or less.

Skill
eLearning 

Recommended

Suggested or 

Recommended 

Training Courses

Certification  

to Earn

Experiential 

Learning Suggested

Method of 

Evaluation

Greet 

customers 

coming into 

repair center

Axalta-In-Person 

Greeting module 

(Recommended) 

Phone Skills – 

(Third party)

Axalta – CSR Course 

(Recommended)

(None 

required)

Observe CSR for 

24 hours. Practice a 

portion of greeting in 

phases.

Greet customer by 

name, build rapport, 

fill in Customer 

Information Form 

with them, and 

transition to estimator

Track Excerpt: Customer Service Representative (CSR) Greets Customer Coming into Repair Center

Track Excerpt: Prep/Paint Technician Stages Vehicles for Entry into Booth
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industry standard time allotment. 

The personal development 

passport

We are pleased to share a sneak preview 

of a personal development passport tool 

that is in the works.  The Personal Devel-

opment Passport allows each technician 

or administrative staff member in the col-

lision industry to carry a “virtual personal 

development passport,” which records 

completed training, certifications that 

have been earned and the individual 

disciplines for which they have passed 

an evaluation. When all criteria are met, 

the staff member moves up a level. This, 

in conjunction with practicing tailored 

development methods, should positively 

impact career pathing.

Who performs the evaluation?

The evaluator would be a journeyman 

technician or master painter who has 

already earned the certification for the 

specific discipline. If the facility does not 

have someone with that certification, then 

a manager who has sufficient knowledge 

of the task will certify the trainee, or a 

third-party evaluator may be brought in.

Benefits of track progression 

with a personal passport

In our last article, we reviewed the ben-

efits of completing each track. They in-

clude the possibility that additional tools 

may be provided to the technician, the 

technician may earn additional wages, 

the technician could become a mentor 

or be promoted, and/or the technician 

could achieve personal pride in progress-

ing to the next level in their trade.

Protections

As staff members are hired, establish 

clear expectations that the first 90 days 

will be based on one track level BELOW 

the level given at the time of hiring. This 

allows the facility managers 90 days to 

evaluate the new hires for the level of 

work to which they are capable. Once 

verified, the pay immediately moves up 

to the level agreed upon. This prevents 

job hoppers from gaming the system.

Hopefully, this article has inspired 

you to consider using this new develop-

ment method to provide a training and 

evaluation guideline for staff members. 

In the coming months we will focus 

on the tracks and disciplines for body  

technicians. 

STEVE TRAPP is Axalta’s 
North American Services 
Manager. He runs the 
Axalta Refinish Performance 
Management program.   
steve.trapp@axaltacs.com

PAINT STORE IN A PARTS STORE



Your customers vs. their insurers.

Your customers want a top notch repair, but making that happen with  
insurers who want cost-cutting is no easy matter.

So why get caught in the middle when you can look like a hero?
 
CAPA invented auto crash part testing and certification over 29 years 
ago to identify high quality alternatives to often outrageously-priced 
carmaker brand parts. 

They not only make quality repairs affordable, they make more vehicles repairable.  
That’s a win-win for vehicle owners and their insurers. And a big win for you, too. 

So remind insurance adjusters to insist on repairs using CAPA Certified replacement  
parts, the only parts tested and found good enough to earn the yellow and blue CAPA 
Quality Seal. And you won’t be the only one who comes out looking like a hero.

Here’s how to look like a hero.

TM

If it isn’t CAPA Certified, it isn’t a genuine replacement part.   

capacertified.org                                                
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REMOVE 
SERVICE 
VARIATION 
WITH LEAN

I
t is vital that collision repair shops 

accept the challenge of transform-

ing their operational processes in 

order to fi nd more customers and 

continue to experience profi table sales 

in our changing industry. In today’s ex-

tremely competitive business environ-

ment, it is paramount that collision re-

pair shops deliver the highest quality at 

the lowest possible cost and in the least 

amount of time, while providing an out-

standing customer service experience. 

Customers continually expect faster and 

faster service in this technology age, and 

many will not only equate this with high-

er value of the repair, but will be dissatis-

fi ed with anything less.

Collision repair shops that can re-

spond to customers’ needs more quickly 

than their competitors will ultimately 

survive and prosper. The shops that can-

not will eventually fail to meet customers’ 

and insurance companies’ requirements 

altogether. The majority of shops today 

are struggling with low or no growth, 

which many attribute simply to a declin-

ing industry. However, over-capacity in 

collision repair facilities is uncontrolled, 

and virtually all service offerings have 

become commodities.  

So, what can a collision repair shop 

do in order to gain a real edge in the mar-

ketplace and begin to thrive? Body shop 

owners and managers must strongly 

consider the advantages of applying lean 

principles and processes to their busi-

ness. Lean is a management philosophy 

that can be implemented at every level of 

the business. It exploits a process of con-

tinual improvement that can significantly 

impact the organization’s health, wealth 

and competitiveness. If applied appro-

priately and as an indefinite sustaining 

force behind the business, lean is the 

most powerful management movement 

that can revitalize the business model for 

optimal efficiency. In the world of lean, 

a collision repair shop is classified as a 

job shop environment — meaning it pro-

duces low volume with high variability, 

which impacts the operations with fre-

quent and radical unevenness. With this 

said, is lean applicable to the collision re-

pair industry? The answer is absolutely!

Lean is all about minimizing the 

variation within the process. Lean is 

applicable to any business, because it 

constantly seeks out the ideal state; al-

though this will never be attained, the 

idea is that continuous improvement 

will become embedded in the minds of 

every employee and manager. Because 

lean is about searching for new ways to 

OPERATIONS // LEAN PROCESS

STEVEN FELTOVICH // Contributing Editor
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LEAN PROCESS

improve the processes and the entire 

system on a continual basis, the business 

reaps countless benefits from decreasing 

operational variation. The collision repair 

shop that pursues lean must keep in 

mind the differences between their type 

of business and a manufacturer; there-

fore, they must be extremely flexible due 

to the amount of inherent variation in the 

job shop environment. 

For most collision repair operations, 

only a small fraction of the total time 

and effort that employees spend at work 

actually adds value for the customer. Ac-

cording to Toyota Motor Corporation, 90 

percent of a business’s activities do not 

add value for the customer (time-con-

suming wasted efforts). The remaining 10 

percent are value added activities — de-

livering customer value. A walk through 

the typical body shop reveals a plethora 

of waste — dead vehicles everywhere, just 

sitting there waiting for the correct parts 

and technicians’ time consumed waiting 

for approvals and pertinent information; 

wrong or defective replacement parts; bro-

ken equipment that needs to be repaired 

or replaced, etc. Once we establish a level 

of top-of-mind awareness about waste in 

our shop’s operations, we will very quickly 

understand that our processes must be 

transformed and redesigned. 

The only product or service a cus-

tomer is willing to pay for is one that 

they determine to be valuable and im-

portant. Keep in mind that the customer 

of the 21st century is conditioned by our 

digital age of obtaining information in a 

millisecond. As a result, they are knowl-

edgeable, empowered and impatient.  

Our customers readily observe business 

inefficiencies, sloppiness and waste in 

the processes, and are not willing to do 

business with organizations that remain 

complacent in their current outdated 

business practices.

Waste in a collision repair shop can 

be identified in so many areas once you 

are learned in lean principles. The fol-

lowing short list (the long list would fill 

the entire article) identifies a few critical 

areas of waste:  

r��8SJUJOH�WJTJCMF�EBNBHF�FTUJNBUFT

r��1SPDFTTJOH�TVQQMFNFOUT

r��1MBDJOH�NVMUJQMF�QBSUT�PSEFST

r���'JOEJOH�IJEEFO�EBNBHF�XIJMF�WF-

hicles are in the repair process

r��3FXPSL

r��8BJUJOH�GPS�JOGPSNBUJPO

r��-PDBUJOH�NJTTJOH�QBSUT

r��3FQBJSJOH�CSPLFO�FRVJQNFOU

r��'JOEJOH�UPPMT

r��$IFDLJOH�JOWFOUPSZ�MFWFMT

r��8BJUJOH�GPS�KPC�BTTJHONFOUT

r���3F�FWBMVBUJOH�TJUVBUJPOT�EVF�UP�MBDL�

of communication

After reviewing this list, it is evident 

AFTER A COLLISION, IT 
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GENUINE PARTS.
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damaging it, and your future, by using counterfeit collision 
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Parts instead. And prevent far worse damage from happening 
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For more information on Hyundai’s Consumer awareness 
campaign and a crash course in collision, go to HyundaiUSA.com/
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Take off with the SATAjet 5000 B Aviator!  

Its unique Pop Art design will take you  

back to the Sixties and let you  

"fly high" while painting.

The special edition gun is available 

as non-digital as well as DIGITAL® 

version, both in HVLP or RP technology.

Available beginning Nov 1, 2016 to your 

SATA distributor  – while supplies last.

For further information:

www.sata.com/aviator

SATASATA

SATA®Special Edition Spray Gun
Available beginning Nov 1, 2016

SATAjet®5000 B Aviator

Phone: 800-533-8016 

E-mail: satajet@satausa.com 

www.satausa.com

The exclusive independent 
distributor of SATA products 
in the US and Puerto Rico

Go to www.satausa.com, click on “go to the approvals” for a list of approved RP districts

SATA, SATAjet and/or other SATA products referenced herein are either registered trademarks or trademarks of SATA GmbH & Co. KG in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Nozzle size HVLP — WSB 1.3 1.4 1.5

 
RP 1.2 1.2 W 1.3 1.4 1.6

Standard

with QCC RPS cups  

0.3 l, 0.6 l, 0.9 l, 1 ea.

— 1007849 1007857 1007865 1007873

1007766 1007774 1007782 1007790 —

DIGITAL 

with QCC RPS cups  

0.3 l, 0.6 l, 0.9 l, 1 ea.

— 1007881 1007899 1007906 1007914

1007807 1007815 1007823 1007831 —
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that there are plenty of activities driv-

ing waste in a collision repair (job shop) 

environment. Developing lean thinking 

competencies is essential before you 

attempt to implement lean processes. 

Lean thinking progresses as you begin 

to learn about and see waste in every 

aspect of the business. Waste can also 

be found in several major forms such 

as redundancies, space, time, costs and 

excess. The first four areas of waste on 

our short list above can be addressed by 

mere operational improvement in the 

area of estimating.  

Traditional visible damage estimating 

is obsolete; complete damage analysis 

and “blueprinting” is being pursued and 

utilized by most progressive collision 

repairers in our industry. The complete 

damage analysis process begins by find-

ing all the damage and accurately docu-

menting it on the estimate. Additionally, 

the OEM repair standards and require-

ments must be followed in order to re-

pair to a crashworthy condition (i.e. if 

the vehicle is involved in a subsequent 

accident, it will respond exactly as it 

was originally engineered). This means 

that an agreement must be reached on 

the parts, labor and materials necessary 

to repair the vehicle to a crashworthy 

condition. Once this is completed, then 

an accurate parts order (100 percent) 

can be placed the first time, rather than 

supplemental parts orders being placed 

throughout the repair process. This is 

all preliminary work that must be done 

before the vehicle is ever placed into the 

workshop’s production area. Keep in 

mind that even small specialty clips and 

fasteners can stall a job for days. The goal 

is to enable the technicians to start and 

complete repairs without any interrup-

tions in the process.  

The lean collision repair shop’s per-

formance accelerates by continuously 

eliminating a lot of wasted time, space, 

costs and redundant activities for the 

staff and business. Lean is about opera-

tional improvement in every area of the 

business. The comprehensive damage 

analysis process described is one of the 

most important areas to focus on in the 

collision repair industry, because the es-

timating process directly and indirectly 

impacts every facet of the collision repair 

business. Front-line estimators must be 

highly trained through formalized esti-

mating classroom workshops. Learning 

lean, thinking lean and then applying 

lean provides many competitive ad-

vantages; some of the benefits gained 

through a lean job shop are as follows:

1.   Higher quality produced at lower 

overall costs

2.  Increased productivity

����3FEVDFE�DZDMF�UJNFT

4.   Greater efficiency in time and re-

source management

LEAN PROCESS
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5.  Lower inventory levels

6.  Improved equipment utilization

7.  Enhanced employee satisfaction

8.  Enhanced customer satisfaction

Another area in our industry that contributes to waste and 

underutilization can be found in our poor facility layout and 

design characteristics. A primary reason for this is that buildings 

previously designed for another type of business are often retro-

fitted to function as collision repair facilities. Multiple buildings, 

excess space, inability to create a continuous workshop flow due 

to building structural constraints and many other facility design 

problems add to inefficiency and ultimately waste in processes. 

The lean body shop of the future will establish its process first 

and then design the building functionality to fulfill the needs of 

the optimum repair process.

Lean production on the shop floor is about making every 

move count, paying attention to the smallest details and getting 

it right the first time, every time. Implementation of this process 

on the production floor will result in an exceptional customer 

value business model. The continuous improvement philoso-

phy, which is the underpinning of lean, is to identify problems 

within the process and drill down on them until you find their 

root causes. Eliminate the root causes permanently through 

improvement breakthroughs by team participation.  

The lean enterprise requires involvement from everyone. 

All are responsible for the outcomes. The traditional body shop 

environment consists of a group of entrepreneurs and/or sub-

contractors contained within a facility. Everyone tends to work 

for themselves and their own objectives; this must be radically 

changed in order to harness everyone’s energy and focus it on one 

common goal: creating value for the customer. Lean methodology 

requires all employees to be held responsible and accountable 

for delivering value-creating actions. In order to accomplish this, 

the leaders will need to establish a culture in which workers share 

the challenges and satisfactions of the business.

When shops get lean right, everyone on the team has a com-

mon goal and purpose at the forefront of their daily work objec-

tives. The shop of the future equipped with lean principles will 

be an extremely powerful force in the marketplace — and will 

soar ahead of all the naysayers who do not believe lean is for the 

collision repair industry. This belief only exists because owners 

and managers have not gained enough theory and knowledge 

about lean principles in order to fully understand the applica-

tion of lean and its benefits to the organization. Lean is for the 

organization that wants to move forward and upward at such a 

pace that it would be difficult to even try to slow it down once 

it’s on that trajectory. 

STEVEN FELTOVICH is manager of 
Business Consulting Services for Sherwin-Williams 
Automotive Finishes. 
steven.j.feltovich@sherwin.com
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More than just technical training
Give employees skills, tools to improve their lives and their work performance

A
bout two years ago, Mike Ander-

son of Collision Advice who leads 

the 20 group I’m in asked if any 

of us would attend something 

called “Discover Leadership.” 

Mike didn’t know much about the Texas-based 

program at the time but said the name kept pop-

ping up in conversations he was having, and he 

wondered if someone would check it out and re-

port back to the group. 

Now, find me a reason to get out of Alaska in 

January, and I’m all for it. So I went, knowing virtu-

ally nothing about what to expect. The bottom line: 

It was the most impactful four-day “training” I’ve 

ever been through. 

It was worthwhile enough that I encouraged 

the others in my 20 group to go. I’ve also paid to 

have about 75 people (including my wife and all 

of my employees) attend. And I know 25 others 

who have gone with my promise to pay for it if they 

didn’t agree with my assessment; I haven’t had to 

write one of those checks.

I won’t tell you too much about what goes on because, frankly, 

the experience is different for everyone who attends. I can tell you 

that you are likely to experience it with a diverse group of people, 

from stay-at-home moms to corporate CEOs. The cool thing is it 

doesn’t matter who you are, what your history is, or what you do. 

It’s a very personal journey that you go through. You can get a taste 

of some of the ideas taught there through ABRN articles — Mike 

Jones, president of Discover Leadership, is a contributing editor.

It has virtually nothing to do with collision repair specifically 

— or even necessarily business in general. The “leadership” por-

tion of the program isn’t about business management; it’s more 

about self-leadership and finding the tools you need to excel on 

whatever path you choose to take.

So why would I put all of my employees, four at a time, on a 

plane to four days of non-industry-specific training 4,000 miles 

away? It comes down to that topic I talk a lot about: developing 

our company’s culture.

One of the first four employees I sent to Discover Leader-

ship sealed the deal for me afterward when he said, 

“I knew you cared about us, but by sending me, I 

now realize you care about my family, too. This has 

made me not just a better co-worker, but a better 

father and a better husband.”

That’s my goal. And while I absolutely care about 

the folks I work with, I will admit it’s not 100 percent 

altruistic. If I can help my team have the best lives 

that they can, they will perform their jobs better. 

You’ve no doubt had some employees who have 

their personal lives in order, and some whose home 

lives are all torn up. Which ones are better at work?

So virtually all my staff has gone through 

the Discover Leadership program. It’s not a life 

changer for everyone. But overall, the return for 

the company has been huge.

A few examples I cite as evidence:

r� 5IF�JOTUSVDUPS�GSPN�BO�BVUP�CPEZ�QSPHSBN�

where we recruit some of our new hires spent an 

hour at our main shop recently and told me, “I have 

been in body shops throughout my entire life, and 

I’ve never seen that many people smiling and happy 

and having a good time while they work.”

r� .Z����HSPVQ�WJTJUFE�MBTU�TVNNFS�BOE�XIJMF�UIFZ�IBE�

plenty of suggestions for improvement, every one of them said, 

“You have a culture like I’ve never seen.”

r� 4PNF�"MMTUBUF�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�DBNF�JOUP�UIF�TIPQ�XJUI�

out identifying themselves and talked to some of my office staff 

and asked an estimator for a tour. They introduced themselves 

afterward and asked if the shop owner was available. I then 

talked with them for several hours, and one of them told me if 

his grandmother needed her car repaired, he would want her to 

come to our shop based on how our staff had treated them like 

family, despite no one here knowing who they were.

It’s stories like those that convince me Discover Leadership 

is working for our business, helping create a culture that will 

set us apart. 

THE COLLISION EXECUTIVE

AN EMPLOYEE 
SAID, ‘I KNEW YOU 
CARED ABOUT US, 
BUT BY SENDING 
ME TO TRAINING, 
I NOW KNOW YOU 
CARE ABOUT MY 
FAMILY, TOO.’ 
THAT’S MY GOAL.

RYAN CROPPER owns Able Body Shops, with two locations 
in Anchorage, Alaska, as well as Total Truck Accessory Center. 
rcropper@ablebodyshop.com
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BY JAMES E. GUYETTE // Contributing Editor

Stan Craven builds bodies in a couple of ways. Not only 

does his CARSTAR Chicago 38th St. shop achieve strongly 

satisfi ed customer rankings and reviews from drivers pleased 

with the body work done on their vehicles, but he frequently wins 

awards in body building competitions for his muscular physique.

“Stan has been a weightlifter for almost his entire life; we grew 

up poor, and he would have his sisters sit on his back while he 

did pushups,” recalls shop manager and administrator Bambi 

Libersher, who was among the Craven siblings who had Stan’s 

back. And they still do.

That spirit of cooperation and loyalty continues to this day 

as 38th St. leverages a powerful pattern of family connections 

throughout the operation. Technicians are mostly recruited from 

the ranks of relatives of existing staff members, and family ties 

have long steered Stan throughout his path to becoming a suc-

cessful shop owner.

“It’s basically been internal,” says Bambi of the hiring process 

utilized to build the shop’s roster of 11 competent and customer 

service-oriented technicians and support personnel. “They’ll 

say, ‘My brother needs a job,’ and we’ll say, ‘Okay,’” she explains, 

“and we haven’t had any issues with any of our employees.”

A key qualification, however, is that all the new hires have 

to be amendable to taking part in 38th St.’s ambitious array of 

continuous training and educational courses.

“We’re in a highly Hispanic neighborhood, and if they know 

Spanish it’s a huge plus,” says Bambi. “It’s important that I have 

bilingual people on my staff.”

The shop’s CCC One estimating system has programs in 

Spanish, and “CARSTAR University has increased the amount 

of Spanish-speaking classes” that are available. “The CARSTAR 

family has been a great help — they give us advice about every-

thing” necessary to obtain top performance, she says.

ASE certifications are also facilitated by educational pro-

grams from I-CAR, AAMS and several vendors. “We have compa-

nies that will come in and show us about bumper repair, welding 

and paint,” she points out. “BASF, where we get our paint from, 

is great about coming in and doing classes.”

Previously known as Supreme Auto Body, Stan decided to 

become a part of CARSTAR in July of last year “based on the 

company’s reputation and the vast amount of training and ser-

vices offered,” he says.

“We chose to join CARSTAR because of the strong brand rec-

ognition in Chicago,” Stan elaborates, also citing the MSO’s EDGE 

Performance Groups program and “the benefits of following a 

very sequential method to achieving growth and an efficient 

operation. I believe CARSTAR will help me take my business to 

another level, eventually allowing us to expand our business.”

Stan’s ever-expanding commitment to serving the public 

carries a lot of weight. “We market to our community by giving 

back to the community,” he says. As part of its sponsorship of 

the Joliet Pink Heels, the shop painted a firetruck and trailer pink 

at no charge. Other sponsorships and fundraising assistance is 

donated to school, church and civic groups.

A service dog was obtained for a disabled veteran, and sup-

From the ground up
Happy customers are a familiar outcome at Chicago family’s shop

$2,200
Average repair order

10
No. of customer 
vehicles per week

1
No. of DRPs

BASF
Paint supplier

Stan Craven
Owner

1
No. of shops

2
Years in business

11
No. of employees

6,600
Total square foot-
age of shops

8
No. of bays

4 days
Average cycle time

CARSTAR CHICAGO 38TH ST. 
Chicago // www.carstar.com
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port was presented to a canine rescue or-

ganization. “Our workers also volunteer 

their time in helping,” Stan reports.

Media attention has been garnered 

through a unique affiliation with ac-

claimed sculptor Jeffery Breslow, who 

stopped by the facility while searching 

for painting assistance “and was im-

pressed with what he saw.”

The shop has now painted nearly 40 

of Breslow’s works to date. The pieces 

show up at the shop as raw steel bent 

into the unusual shapes that Breslow 

incorporates into his designs; the paint 

colors are specifically selected by Bres-

low and applied by the shop’s staff.

Breslow describes his work as “con-

temporary abstract sculptures created 

as conversations between human cre-

ativity and the natural world.” Some of 

the artwork was placed on display at the 

Willis Tower (formerly the Sears Tower), 

amounting to the largest indoor/outdoor 

gallery showing that the landmark struc-

ture has ever conducted.

“Going into his shop is inspiring to 

me,” says Stan, reflecting on his fascina-

tion with Breslow’s creative expertise 

and the fact that “I get to watch it from 

the ground up. Seeing what goes into it, 

and seeing how it starts from scratch, and 

knowing that every piece is his imagina-

tion, and how he has a vision with every 

single piece that he puts on — that’s what 

inspires me about it.”

Hands-on learning

Prior to becoming involved with the 

auto repair industry, Stan had been 
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working as general manager at two Mc-

Donald’s restaurant franchises when a 

new family-induced career opportunity 

came calling, resulting in a position with 

Collision Revision, a chain consisting of 

a dozen Chicagoland body shops oper-

ated by the father-son team of Roger 

and R.J. D’Orazio.

“Our brother, Richard Craven, had 

been working at Collision Revision for 

about 15 years, and he brought Stan in,” 

Bambi recounts. Stan embraced I-CAR 

classes and on-the-job training in the 

pursuit of excellence. “It was a lot of 

hands-on — that’s how he learned.”

His knowledge and troubleshooting 

ability propelled him into the compa-

ny’s general manager slot. “If they had a 

problem shop they would send him to 

that shop to fix it; they kept moving him 

around,” says Bambi.

“Roger and R.J. D’Orazio have been 

there to help lead me into the right direc-

tion,” says Stan. “The D’Orazio family has 

gone above and beyond to help me suc-

ceed in the business and in life in general.”

When the D’Orazio family offered 

Stan the chance to purchase a shop of 

his own, he assumed the helm of Cal’s 

Collision when the previous proprietor 
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retired, renaming it Supreme Auto Body 

until signing on with CARSTAR.

“Some of our technicians have been 

at this location for about 20 years,” Stan 

says. These veterans of Cal’s essentially 

came along with the sale to Stan. “It was 

up to us to decide whether to keep them 

or not,” and the obvious decision was in 

the affirmative.

“We have maintained a team of hon-

est, trustworthy employees to guarantee 

that our customers’ vehicles are handled 

with care,” says Stan, noting that in addi-

tion to his sister Bambi, the team includes 

their cousin Paula and nephew Gavin.

“I came in to help out Stan by answer-

ing the phone,” says Bambi, “and didn’t 

think I’d end up running the place.” She 

still commutes 50 miles each way to 38th 

St. — a trip that can take up to two hours 

in Chicagoland’s congested traffic.

Bambi’s journey into a shop man-

agement role has her striving to learn 

as much as she can about the technical 

side of collision repair. “I’ll sit and watch 

training videos,” she says. “I’ll actually go 

home at night and educate myself.”

Ensuring that five-star customer ser-

vice is delivered is a crucial aspect of 

Bambi’s dedication to the business, es-

pecially when Spanish-speaking patrons 

have questions or concerns about their 

insurance coverage and what it entails.

Bambi will join the customer on a 

speaker phone in her office to assist in 

resolving any misunderstandings, includ-

ing “educating them in a polite manner” if 

the insurance policy details are not to the 

customer’s anticipated outcome.

In dealing with insurers, “We go 

strictly by what they want us to do,” she 

says, stressing that the shop routinely 

applies significant efforts toward guaran-

teeing that their customers come away 

highly satisfied with the transaction. “We 

make sure they get their rental cars. We’ll 

take them to get the rental or we’ll deliver 

the rental to them.”

“We’re a family owned and operated 

shop that will go the extra mile to make 

sure our customers will have a smooth-

as-possible repair process,” says Stan. 

“We are a company that cares about the 

quality of our repairs to ensure a happy 

customer.” 

JAMES E. GUYETTE is a 
long-time contributor to ABRN, 
Aftermarket Business World 
and Motor Age magazines. 
jimguyette2004@yahoo.com
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COMMITMENT TO TRAINING

Commit to training and see a 
return on your investment
SEEING A RETURN GOES BEYOND JUST PAYMENT FOR REPAIRS 

CHRIS CHESNEY // Contributing Editor

I
n a past life, I worked for a major 

tool company where I helped form 

a technical training program. We 

had a tag phrase about training ROI: 

“Training Doesn’t Cost, It Pays!” Th ere is 

a positive return on investing in training 

people, but it is difficult for a training 

organization or a shop to measure ROI.

Let’s look at ways we can measure 

training’s ROI and discuss how you can 

implement them into your business.

Having spent the last 25-plus years 

training technicians and shop owners, 

I can tell you there are two measurable 

points that are incredibly difficult to pin 

down. The first is measuring the student 

techncians’ abilities to apply what they 

learned during a training event. And the 

second is did the investment positively 

impact the shop’s bottom line?

The desired result for a shop owner 

committed to training their team is ulti-

mately a team member who grows their 

skills and abilities, which should result in 

a positive ROI.

Sending a technician to an annual 

update class should yield a tech who 

is more productive in that repair area, 

right? There are problems with this 

strategy. Sending your team to an an-

nual update class is not a well-planned 

learning program. It is simply throw-

ing training at a perceived problem. All 

training should be assigned for the pur-

pose of improving a skill that has been 

measured and deemed inadequate. 

Sending your team to training that they 

see no value in because they weren’t in-

volved in the decision or because they 

already understand the topic or skill 

only creates animosity in your team. 

They will come back and say it was a 

waste of time because the content didn’t 

match their skills gap.

So let’s assume you have gained your 

team’s commitment and identified a 

learning manager for your company 

who has created all the job roles and 

identified the team’s knowledge gaps. 

Further, assume you have engaged ev-

eryone on the team in designing the 

program and you’ve chosen the content 

provider, resulting in a well-thought-out 

plan. When an annual update class, for 

example, rolls around, your learning 

manager can determine whether or 

not any team members would actually 

benefit from the class. Anything else is 

wasting  money by providing untargeted 

training and not including your team in 

the plan to leverage training funds effec-

tively. Do you see the difference?

To summarize,  having a  well-

thought-out learning plan prevents 

you from just wasting training on a per-

ceived problem, and instead results in a 

team that is more likely to engage in the 

training prescribed, which will deliver a 

better ROI.

Now let’s look at the first measurable 

we described: how to know if a team 

member is able to apply the knowledge 

learned during training. There are a 

couple of traditional methods used today 

that are limited in their accuracy. One is 

the typical test that uses multiple-choice 

questions to try to measure the student’s 

knowledge base. Continue reading at 

ABRN.com/trainROI. 

CHRIS CHESNEY is the 
Senior Director of Customer 
Training for Carquest 
Technical Institute (CTI) and 
Advance Professional.  
chris.chesney@carquest.com
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“[I attended AMC because] I want to be better at what I’m 

doing, have answers for my customers’ questions and be 

able to repair their vehicles.”
— MIKE ROWE, TECH, H&I EXPERT AUTO CARE; STERLING HEIGHTS, MICH. 300 9

ESTIMATING CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
MODERN VEHICLES
While features such as electronics, con-
nectivity, creature comforts and power 
have changed, the most alarming change 
is far less visual — it’s structural. So how 
does this affect estimating and repair 
strategy? Let’s take a look at the “cause 
and effect” of these changes and why 
estimate writing increasingly requires an 
in-depth knowledge of repair. 

Continue reading at: 
ABRN.com/WriteEstimates

THERE’S A BETTER WAY TO ATTRACT 
YOUR WORKFORCE
It’s a vicious cycle, and it happens quite 
frequently in our industry. New shops lure 
techs from existing shops with tempting 
signing bonuses, and that tech is happy 
until the next shop comes along and cher-
ry-picks them with a little more money.
That’s certainly one way to stymie an 
industry, especially one that is burdened 
with such a critical shortage of skilled 
techs to begin with. It’s time to re-think 
the recruiting process so that we’re ag-
gressively looking for the next generation 
of technicians.

Continue reading at: 
ABRN.com/TechAttract

TEXAS DUO’S 3 SHOPS ON AMBITIOUS 
GROWTH PATH
“We opened our fi rst shop 25 years ago 
with more desire to succeed than we 
had money,” Johnston recounts. Called 
Westside Collision, this Houston location 
was originally comprised of 14 bays in an 
aging 7,500-sq.ft. metallic building while 
offi ce functions were conducted in a sepa-
rate freestanding wooden building. It was 
not the most luxurious nor effi cient setup, 
but the two friends persevered in pursuing 
their ownership aspirations. 

Continue reading at: 
ABRN.com/WSCollision

TRAINING, INFORMATION OF 
ADVANCED MATERIALS AVAILABLE
In the era of 24-hour news cycles, most 
stories distill into a series of narratives 
for the audiences most affected. In the 
collision repair industry, the new, far stricter 
CAFE standards announced in 2015 have 
become a tale of the haves and the have-
not. The haves are those shops whose 
early investment in aluminum work gained 
them both an edge in competition and 
highly prized memberships in OEM repair 
certifi cation programs. 

Continue reading at: 
ABRN.com/EarlyAdapters
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Automechanika Chicago — LIVE 
Training Event;
Fox Valley Technical College
Appleton, Wisconsin

OCTOBER 20

Through-Put Production Management; 
Sherwin-Williams Automotive Finishes
Dallas, Texas

OCTOBER 21-22

Service-EDU;
Universal Technical Institute
Mooresville, North Carolina

NOVEBER 1-4

SEMA 2016;
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada

NOVEMBER 1-2

Collision Industry Conference meeting;
Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada

NOVEMBER 19

Automechanika Chicago — LIVE
Training Event;
Joliet Junior College
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NOVEMBER 21

Estimating Solutions for Profi t;
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Chicago, Illinois
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ABRN.COM/PlasticTrim

Repairing broken 

automotive plastic trim

ABRN.COM/Shading

Tape shading technique

ABRN.COM/DailyMeetings

Daily meetings are 

essential to shop success

ABRN.COM/Order

How to improve your 

system for ordering supplies



For us, this is the right parts solution—they 
understand this industry and have a collision 
repair-friendly product that’s going to make us 
better at what we do.

—Tom Williamson, Marina Auto Body, Three Southern California Sites

Visit mitchell.com/parts or 

give us a call at 800.238.9111



With one click, all parts are ordered from 
your choice of suppliers for the ultimate 
in efficiency. 

Works for all of your favored suppliers so 
you never leave the system.

Analytics show you how suppliers are 
performing—allowing you to maximize 
profits.

 50%

 Savings in Time

A Parts Solution First.
It works on every estimate.
Every part. Every supplier. 
Every repair.

Mitchell Parts

Repair facilities 
enjoying up to 
50% savings in 

the time needed 
to order and track 
parts purchases.

mitchell.com
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TECHNICAL // RIVET BONDING

RIVET BONDING 
ALUMINUM 
DOUGLAS CRAIG // Contributing Editor

C
ar and truck designers are uti-

lizing more and more alumi-

num, and aluminum-bodied 

vehicles are also built with a 

combination of other materials such as 

steel, plastics and carbon fi ber.

By now, many technicians should not 

only be seeing damaged aluminum pan-

els on vehicles, but some structural com-

ponents as well, such as strut towers and 

inner reinforcements on steel vehicles. In 

some areas, technicians will also be seeing 

aluminum-intensive vehicles, such as the 

Ford F-150, besides high-end European 

vehicles and Tesla models, which have 

been out in limited areas for 15 to 20 years. 

However, the usual repair techniques uti-

lized on steel vehicles, such as metal weld-

ing (MAG) and Squeeze Type Resistance 

Welding (STRSW), may not be ideal or 

even available to all facilities. Steel is MAG 

welded (Metal Active Gas) and aluminum 

is MIG welded (Metal Inert Gas). Many 

OEs that produce aluminum-intensive ve-

hicles will use a combination of MIG weld-

ing, resistance welding (extremely limited), 

clinches, friction-stir welding, rivets, adhe-

sives and rivet bonding to build their ve-

hicles. Conversely, in the repair field we 

are really left with only four choices: MIG 

weld, bond, rivet or rivet bond. While rivet 

bonding is a relatively simple procedure, 

it is important to understand how to use a 

rivet gun, which rivet must be used for the 

application and the required adhesive(s) 

to perform a correct repair. 

Welding vs. rivet bonding

At the OEM level, spot welding of alumi-

num is possible, but it has been challeng-

ing. Power requirements for aluminum 

welding are about three times the power 

needed for steel. Aluminum conducts 

heat much faster than steel, so the heat 

must be concentrated in the weld zone 

to maintain the heat and the background 

current. Because of the concentration of 

heat in the weld puddle, the weld will al-

ways try to suck back, undercut and melt 

the aluminum being welded. Addition-

ally, an oxide layer forms on bare alumi-

num rapidly and this must be removed 

prior to the application of body fillers, 

adhesives, welding or primers. 

Welding aluminum properly requires 

two to four hours practice per week to 

maintain good habits and techniques. 

Welding also requires highly specialized 

weld units, inverter pulse type, which 

have a cold start feature (pre-heating) 

and a crater fill (cool down) at the end 

of what is now a hot weld. Proper welds 

may be unfeasible for most of the average 

repair shops. But the OEMs understand 

this, and many of their repair procedures 

are including mechanical fastening (riv-

ets or rivet bonding with adhesives). 

This process is quicker, easier and more 

cost effective. It is fairly easy to learn and 

master with little training and practice re-

quired. With rivet bonding, welding heat 

is eliminated from the joining procedure, 

TECHS MUST KNOW HOW TO USE A RIVET GUN, WHICH RIVET TO USE AND THE 
REQUIRED ADHESIVES FOR THE JOB

RIVET BONDING, a combination of rivets and adhesive, provides immediate mechanical fi xtur-
ing of panels, resulting in a quick repair and excellent joint strength when the adhesive has cured.
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 Streamlined and refined, the 
Prospray
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 name adorns only the 
best, most uncompromising colour 
and refinish coatings. Discerning 
painters worldwide use our 
products as instruments for mastery. 

Why? It’s elementary. 

Founded in Cambridgeshire,  
England, Prospray features advanced 

European refinish technology to deliver 
everything you need – waterborne and 
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match, streamlined high-performance 
ancillaries, colour tools,  service and 
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and the rivets deliver such a tight fit that 

in conjunction with the adhesive mate-

rial, corrosion is unlikely to occur in the 

mating joint.

“New” rivet bonding?

With the advent of aluminum and com-

posites as substrates in vehicle manu-

facture, rivet bonding will be a new 

procedure for many repair shops. As a 

fastening method, though, rivets are not 

new, as they have been in use for more 

than 60 years in the aerospace industry. 

To perform a successful repair, you 

must know the rivet style specified and 

the adhesive recommended by the OEM, 

along with using the proper tooling for 

installing the different rivets. Any devia-

tion from the OEM standards can result 

in a failed repair, rework and customer 

dissatisfaction.

Rivets and tooling

Repair technicians should familiarize 

themselves with the three basic types 

of rivets used on most aluminum vehi-

cles — pull-style, self-piercing and flow-

form rivets.

Pull-style rivets are referred to as pop 

rivets. These structural rivets are strong, 

feature a mechanical lock and break 

close to flush with the rivet head. To in-

stall a pull-style rivet, drill a hole in the 

panel, insert the rivet, and with the ap-

propriate tooling, pull the metal shank to 

crush the rivet.

Self-piercing rivets (SPRs) are pushed 

into the metal panel with a specialized 

tool; no pre-drilling is needed. An SPR 

cuts its own hole and creates a mechani-

cal lock within the material. 

Flow-form rivets are used extensively 

in the construction industry, especially 

for building high-rise structures. They 

are now available in a small-scale ver-

sion for vehicle repair. To install a flow-

form rivet, punch a hole in the panel, 

apply adhesive, insert the rivet and press 

the panels together.

For the most part, each type of rivet 

requires its own installation tooling. If the 

proper tooling is not used, the workpiece 

could be distorted or enough clamping 

force will not be delivered to success-

fully install the rivet. There are installa-

tion tools for each type of rivet and some 

specialized tooling systems available that 

can install all three types of rivets. 

Rivets and adhesives

When beginning a repair procedure on a 

damaged vehicle, it’s important to make 

sure you are using the right rivet for the 

repair. First, check the OEM recommen-

dation for the rivet part number, and then 

order the rivets per repair. Each type of 

rivet is classified by the OEM for grip 

RIVET BONDING

Our team of company-trained industry experts  
have the know-how to help you improve your  
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TECHNICAL RIVET BONDING

range, coating and strength, with part 

numbers indicated for repair rivets.

In the rivet bonding process, adhe-

sives provide strength, corrosion pro-

tection and sealing. The OEM will be 

specifying a structural adhesive or the 

next level up — a crash-durable adhe-

sive or impact-resistant adhesive, for rivet 

bonding. Be sure to follow OEM require-

ments for this process. These “impact-

toughened” adhesives offer the strength 

of structural adhesives combined with 

excellent flexibility. This property is es-

pecially important when joining thinner 

substrates, such as aluminum, where the 

extra flexibility helps to hold the joints to-

gether in crash mode.

Simplicity with complexity

Rivet bonding is a relatively simple proc-

ess; the complexity results from having to 

fix multiple car models. Each damaged 

vehicle will have different requirements 

for the type of rivets and adhesives to be 

used. Follow OEM specifications for rivet 

type and adhesive brand to ensure that a 

proper repair will be made.

First, prep the panels per OEM require-

ments. Apply adhesive to the panels that 

will be bonded, position them properly 

and lock them in place with temporary 

clamping. You are now ready to install the 

rivets. The rivets will be installed through 

the adhesive and the substrate panel. If 

you are using a pull-style rivet, drill the 

holes first, deburr all of the holes, apply 

the adhesives and join the panels. With 

SPRs, install the rivets once the panels 

have been joined; when using flow-form 

rivets, punch the holes after the panels 

have been joined, deburr the holes and 

then install the rivets.

Here are a few fastening guidelines to 

help with the rivet bonding process:

r� 'PMMPX�0&.�SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT�UP�

know if a bond-only installation is allowed. 

r� *G�B�CPOE�POMZ�SFDPNNFOEBUJPO�JT�

specified, replacement is complete when 

the panels are clamped.

r� .FDIBOJDBM� GBTUFOJOH� TIPVME�CF�

completed when the replacement panel 

is clamped and before the adhesive begins 

to cure.

STRUCTURAL RIVETS are available in 
various materials, strengths and coatings. 
Always consult OEM technical resources to 
determine the correct part number and loca-
tions, as well as the suggested adhesive or 
sealant usage within the joint.
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motorguard.com
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chanical fastening is completed, since the 

fasteners will hold the panel in position 

until the adhesive cures.

Choosing an adhesive

Adhesives are specified by the OEM ac-

cording to supplier name; this means 

that the OEM has tested the adhesive 

material and knows that it will work for 

the repair. It is preferable not to use ad-

hesive that is past its expiration date. As 

with rivets, order the OEM-recommend-

ed adhesive to execute the repair work. 

BMW and Mercedes recommend 

their branded products. Cadillac recom-

mends Fusor 2098 Crash Durable and 

3M 07333 Impact Resistant adhesives. 

Ford recommends their Motorcraft TA-

1-B adhesive and also Fusor 108B and 

3M 08115. Chrysler recommends Fusor 

112B and 3M 08116 adhesives.

Some OEMs will recommend a spe-

cific brand of adhesive or “an equivalent.” 

But this is where a problem can occur. 

How does a technician know what the 

OEM means by an “equivalent” prod-

uct? In most instances, the OEM does not 

provide enough information to help the 

technician make an informed decision 

about equivalency.

At the OEM level, there are standards 

used to define the various chemicals that 

are employed to build a vehicle, and the 

properties that these chemicals need to 

provide. But the statement “or equivalent” 

does not tell the end user (repair shop) 

what those standards are and how to de-

termine if the equivalent adhesive would 

meet those standards.   

To ensure that a vehicle is fixed prop-

erly, use the OEM-specified adhesive. If for 

some reason that material is unavailable 

and the OEM says to use an “equivalent” 

and they do not list an equivalent, then 

the recommendation would be to contact 

I-CAR, LORD Fusor or 3M to determine 

the equivalent. Failure to use the proper 

procedures, materials and products could 

change the designed intent of the vehicle 

to some degree, and in a subsequent col-

lision event, cause a failure in the vehicle.

Mixing and preparation

The adhesives you will be using for rivet 

bonding are two-component formula-

tions and it is important that the car-

tridge is equalized before applying the 

adhesive. When using two-component 

adhesives, “Part A” must be mixed with 

“Part B” to obtain the proper adhesive 

blend. But most important, the cartridge 

must be equalized before use. A small 

amount of the adhesive must be pre-

extruded to ensure that both parts will 

be dispensed when pressure is applied 

to the cartridge through the applicator. 

The adhesive will be weakened if the 

correct mix is not attained. To prepare 

the cartridge after equalization, attach 

the mixer, expend a small portion of the 

mixed material and discard it; the adhe-

sive will then be on ratio. 

Surface preparation is another impor-

tant element of the rivet bonding proce-

dure. Follow the adhesive manufacturer’s 

instructions and OEM recommendations 

for proper surface preparation. This 

should include removing any existing 

adhesive and/or corrosion on the sub-

strate’s surface. When replacing panels, 

remove the e-coating on the service part 

so that you are working with a metal-

to-metal surface. After the adhesive has 

cured, the panel is ready for finishing 

processes and painting. 

As OEMs continue to use lighter 

substrates (aluminum, carbon fiber, 

plastics) in vehicle design, rivet bond-

ing (cold-joining) will become a stand-

ard repair procedure. Rivet bonding is 

not a difficult process, but it is crucial 

to use OEM-recommended rivets and 

adhesives. If the appropriate steps are 

followed, a successful repair will be  

performed. 

RIVET BONDING

DOUGLAS CRAIG is 
Technical Application 
Engineer and Collision 
Industry Liaison, Structural 
Tech Service, LORD 
Corporation.  
douglas_craig@lord.com
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Whether you’re an experienced 

professional or a novice eager to learn, 

there’s no better resource for advancing 

your knowledge and hands-on skills 

than the comprehensive training 

curriculum offered by PPG. Taught by 

the most experienced trainers in the 

industry, using the latest equipment and 

best practices, courses are available 

at 16 state-of-the-art PPG Business 

Development Centers. PPG trainers 

also train at vocational schools, PPG 

distributors and other PPG-affiliated 

locations across North America.
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TECHNICAL // PROCEDURES

KNOWING THE 
PROCEDURES
LARRY MONTANEZ // Technical Advisor

P
lease read all of the following procedures before do-

ing anything; you are allowed 10 minutes to complete 

this task: 

1.  Find a pen and a piece of paper.

2.  Write your name at the top of the paper.

3.  Write the numbers 1 to 5, one per line.

4.  Draw five small circles beside #1.

5.  Put an “X” in the second and fourth circles next to #1.

6.  Write the word ‘encyclopedia’ beside #3.

7.  On the back of the paper multiply 7 x 9.

8.  Put an X in the lower right-hand corner of the paper.

9.  Draw a circle around the X you just made.

10.  Underline your name.

11.  Say your name out loud.

12.  Draw a circle around #4.

13.   Count the number of words in this sentence and write the 

answer beside #2 on your paper.

14.  Put a square around #1 and #5.

15.  Punch 3 small holes anywhere in the paper.

16.  Write your first name beside #4.

17.  Write today’s date beside #5 on your paper.

18.  Circle every letter ‘E’ you have written.

19.   Stand up and say ‘I HAVE FINISHED FIRST’ if you were first, 

or else say ‘I HAVE FINISHED’, then sit down.

20.   Now that you’ve read all of the instructions, skip all of them 

except the first two. If you have followed the procedures cor-

rectly, you should only have your name on the paper!

 Now how many of you actually performed some, if not all 

of the above procedures? Well guess what, you failed. This epi-

demic of not following instructions or just hearing and not listen-

ing is not only plaguing our industry, but the entire population. 

The advancement in vehicle construction and electronically 

controlled systems have grown expeditiously, and it will keep 

changing. Not following the OEM procedures could lead to a 

system failure while being operated, failure of a component in 

a collision event or under the rigors of the terrain and/or failure 

of the deployment of the airbags during a collision event. Just 

because you don’t know about a procedure, the insurer didn’t 

pay you for the procedure or you do not have the skill set to 

perform the procedure, that does not protect you from being 

liable. The shop is always the professional and the one who has 

an obligation to the consumer to ensure safe and proper repairs.  

About 12 years ago, the European OEMs (Mercedes-Benz, 

Audi, Jaguar, BMW) started and perfected the OEM Certified 

Collision Repair Facility (CCRF) programs. Since the inception 

of their programs, they have required their program facilities 

to check with the repair procedures for each and every repair. 

This is required even if you do the same procedure on exem-

plar vehicles one after the other. Their reasoning is sometimes 

the information is changed due to component availability, re-

search, cost or an update. And how do you know the information 

changed if you don’t check? In 2007, BMW did a massive change 

to all their procedures and required rivet bonding on most of the 

outer-panel replacement flanges. Additionally, the European 

OEMs have always required their facilities to perform pre- and 

OEM PROCEDURES CAN CHANGE AT ANY TIME, SO IT IS VITAL TO CHECK 
EVERY ONE BEFORE COMPLETING A REPAIR.

RIVET and bolt bond procedure.
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The name you trust, the quality you deserve.

Learn the difference. Call now.
1-855-GO-EXTRA 
(1-855-463-9872)

www.blowtherm-usa.com
sales@blowtherm-usa.com
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100%
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starting at $38,995*

BLOWTHERM “WORLD 8000” 

Dual skin wall panels joined 

by H channels with rock- 

wool insulation.

 

Heavy duty adjustable

steel hinges allow doors

to open to optimum position.

Internal push bar on the 

front door and the side 

personnel door.

Electromechanical 

control panel.

Direct drive 

centrifugal fans.

*Price Includes:
» World 8000 Booth Solid Back

» Single Row Pit

» 10 HP Direct Drive Fans

» Electromechanical Control Panel

» Ductwork Packages (15’ Roof Height)

Options:
Air Speed/Waterborne  Flash-Off «  

Drive-thru « 

Side Wall Light Fixtures « 

2 or 3 Row Pits «

Basements «

»

 AQMD Compliant Low Nox Burners Required in California at an additional cost.

Freight and Installation not included.

Hinged ceiling filter 

frames for easy replacement

of 10 micron media filters.

balanced, pre-engineered 

air flow.

Pre- and Post-filtration: Intake and Exhaust.

Two direct drive centrifugal fans with 2 sets of

10 bag filtration for each.

Eight 6-Tube light fixtures with 

hinged access for ease 

of cleaning and maintenance.

“Best in Class” Spraybooths, Prep Stations & Mix Rooms
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MAGNA-STRIPPER
ULTIMATE SPOT REPAIR TOOLS

E-6080S for all Metals E-6100S for Aluminum
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post-system scans to ensure the vehicle 

systems are operating properly.  

Many Asian and American OEMs 

recently have produced position state-

ments that are now following the lead of 

the European OEMs on requirements to 

pre-scan vehicles for faults prior to begin-

ning repairs (pre) and after repairs are 

complete (post) to ensure systems are 

operating correctly. Estimators (damage 

assessors) and insurance adjusters need 

to realize that not every system malfunc-

tion or even an inoperable system will set 

a Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL). 

This is one of the major misconcep-

tions in the industry, and it is not only 

outdated but dangerous and negligent. 

Scanning the vehicle checks the control 

modules for any Diagnostic Trouble 

Codes (DTCs). Many times systems will 

still operate, but calibration or alignment 

may be off. For example, back-up cam-

eras with directional guide lines will re-

quire re-initializing to the steering angle 

sensor after the camera has been moved 

or replaced. An example of this is when 

the camera is located in the deck lid or 

hatch and that component was removed 

during repairs or when the component 

is replaced. Not ensuring the camera is 

aligned to the steering angle sensor may 

cause the operator to impact a vehicle 

or stationary object due to the back-up 

camera being misaligned. 

Another example is lane departure 

or parking sensors. Some manufactur-

ers require a special procedure of the 

lane departure and/or parking sensors 

if the mirror assemblies or bumper fas-

ciae are removed and reinstalled. A few 

OEMs do not require the park sensors 

to be aligned. This is why it is important 

to read the OEM procedures. Speaking 

of parking sensors, many OEMs have 

statements about how many times a 

sensor can be painted before it must be 

replaced. This is due to the mil thickness 

of the finish material that would be too 

thick for the sensor to operate.

Let’s look at a non-electronic compo-

PROCEDURES

2015 TOYOTA CAMRY sectioning — center 
body pillar.



Matrix has you covered on every job.

ONE MIX BANK.
ONE SYSTEM.
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Discover a universal, three-tiered basecoat system that goes  
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PROCEDURES

nent, such as the quarter 

panel on a late-model 

BMW. During the assem-

bly process, the outer 

panels on the body — 

such as the quarter panel 

— are weld bonded at the 

factory. Conversely, in 

the repair process, BMW 

requires rivet bonding on 

all flanges and at the sec-

tioning locations, bonded 

joints are required in the 

procedures. Mercedes-

Benz requires Squeeze 

Type Resistance Spot 

Welds (STRSW) on all 

flanges and where the arms cannot reach, they require rivets 

(such as where the quarter meets the rocker panel), because 

you cannot perform single-sided resistance welds. Many 

OEMs, such as VW and Honda, are now requiring silicone-

bronze/MIG brazing on some sectioning locations. The in-

formation for what type of attachment process to use is in 

the OEM repair procedures. Not only do technicians need to 

know this information, but 

also damage assessors and 

insurance adjusters. Many 

times the cost of structural 

adhesives, foams, rivets 

a n d  s o u n d - d e a d e n i n g 

pads can add up to any-

where from $300 to $1,500, 

and that doesn’t include 

the cost of the OEM panel. 

Also keep in mind that al-

though no OEM permits 

the use of counterfeit parts 

and/or used parts, the at-

tachment methods used 

in the construction of these 

newer vehicles makes it al-

most impossible to remove the panel without causing signifi-

cant damage to the flanges and/or panel.  

Where to find the information? First of all, every facility must 

have online access to search for the information. I-CAR has links 

to all the OEM sites at ABRN.com/ICAROEMinfo. Some are free, 

but most are subscription-based, and I-CAR also has a “Submit 

a Question” link at ABRN.com/AskICAR. ALLDATA Collision 

information, which comes direct from the OEM, is another great 

resource for repair information.  

So what is next? Set up an SOP for vehicle damage analy-

sis and have it include a review of the OEM procedures. The 

technician should print the procedures and a PDF electronic 

file should be put in the customer folder by a damage assessor. 

All involved in the repair process — especially at the beginning 

— must adhere to the SOPs to ensure not only safe and proper 

repairs, but also that they are completed in a timely fashion with 

redundant operations eliminated. Additionally, shops will either 

need to purchase a scan tool that can read codes and faults, and 

then after repairs are complete send the vehicle to the dealer 

for resets or relearning, or the shop will have to purchase a 

scanner capable of not only scanning, but relearning systems. 

It can be expensive to own the priority systems for each OEM, 

but some scan tools can read and reset multiple OEM systems. 

Shop managers, damage assessors and technicians will need to 

make scanning, along with looking up procedures, into an SOP 

and calculate what needs to be charged for the operations. Insur-

ers and adjusters will need to understand why these operations 

are necessary on every repair, for every vehicle, every time.  

MERCEDES-BENZ quarter panel replacement.

LARRY MONTANEZ is co-owner of P&L 
Consultants, which works with collision shops 
on estimating, production and proper repair 
procedures. He is also a certified technician for 
multiple OEM collision repair programs. 
info@pnlestimology.com

Leading the Industry in OEM Certified Approvals

HOW COOL IS YOUR WELDER?

www.car-o-liner.com info@car-o-liner.com

844-833-9419

You Could Be Welding Not Waiting!
Improve Your Duty Cycle 
with Liquid-Cooled Tips!
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Match OE quality during 
soundproofing replacement
A simple process can help shops replicate the original look 

T
oyota, Lexus and Scion vehi-

cles feature factory-installed 

sound-deadening material 

in the floor pan area. This 

material helps suppress road 

noise that may enter the cabin and makes 

travel more comfortable for passengers. 

A longtime challenge

Since factory sound-proofing mate-

rial is installed by a robot during the 

manufacturing process, it can be chal-

lenging to replicate the original fac-

tory appearance for customers. “Body 

shops have historically encountered 

considerable difficulty when replac-

ing this material because they are un-

able to replicate the look of the original 

material,” says Joseph DiDonato, Colli-

sion Training Administrator, Technical 

& Body Training Department, Toyota 

Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. “I have created 

a simple process that replicates the 

original look of the sound-deadening 

material using the replacement mate-

rial.” Replicating the look and feel of 

the original material allows collision 

centers to live up to the commitment 

of returning each vehicle to the origi-

nal factory specifications.

A how-to guide

Step 1:  Use asphalt sheeting.

Step 2:   Take precise measurements of 

the sound-proofing material you 

are replacing before you remove 

the original material.

Step 3:   Using your measurements, cut 

a replacement strip from the as-

phalt sheeting.

Step 4:   Warm up the UV material with 

an infrared heat lamp or other 

heat source. This will make the 

material pliable.

Step 5:   Once the material is mallea-

ble, use a threaded rod from 

the hardware store to create 

the right texture by rolling the 

rod back and forth over the 

sheeting.

Step 6:   Immediately cool the strip by 

spraying it with water or sub-

merging it in water. This ensures 

the material will retain its new 

texture.

Step 7:   Paint the material to match the 

original coloring.

For additional reference material re-

lating to sound-absorbing materials, see 

CRIB #159 — Corrosion Prevention and 

Sound-Absorbing Measures.  

THE OE CORNER

BODY SHOPS HAVE 
HISTORICALLY ENCOUNTERED 
CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY 
BECAUSE THEY ARE UNABLE TO 
REPLICATE THE LOOK OF THE 
ORIGINAL MATERIAL.

TOYOTA COLLISION REPAIR 
TRAINERS are dedicated to enhancing 
the ability of collision technicians to 
productively and efficiently repair Toyota, 
Lexus and Scion vehicles. 
info@collisionprosmagazine.com
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PRIMER TONERS
Metalux®2K HS Filler Primer Toners is a 
diversifi ed system which consists of six rich 
primer toners that can create various colors 
using simple mixing formulas. Features 
include high build, excellent sandability, and 
good color holdout. Great hiding character-
istics offer savings on material costs. These 
colored toners have the versatility to be a 
primer fi ller or sealer, which means less inventory costs. 
Visit us at SEMA booth #N10675.
WWW.MONTPROD.COM

PRODUCTIVE REFINISH SYSTEM
The Ultra 7000® Refi nish System from 
Sherwin-Williams Automotive Finishes 
is a productive, effi cient and consis-
tent paint system. With repeatable 
performance, effi cient processes and 
products that can assist in decreasing cycle times, the Ultra 7000 
system is the most productive refi nish system in the market. All of 
these features plus the promise of continued investment are the 
reasons it is preffered by industry-leading collision repair facilities. 
Visit us at SEMA booth #10631.
WWW.SHERWIN-AUTOMOTIVE.COM

PNEUMATIC LIFT
The BossLifts by 
Herkules VLA06 
pneumatic lift provides a 
straight vertical lift with a 
raised height of up to 29 
inches, using two plat-
forms (31” by 67.5”each) 
placed on each side of the quick lube pit. With a lift capacity of 
10,000 lbs. The VLA06 has a low profi le of only 4.25 inches. 
Visit us at SEMA booth #11139.  
WWW.HERKULES.US/BOSSLIFTS

CERAMIC 
CUT-OFF WHEEL
Sunmight ceramic cut-
off wheel is designed 
for best performance 
on auto body sheet 
metal and other metals. 
It is made with premium 
ceramic grains to cut 
faster and last longer than the competitors’ cut-off wheels. 
Visit us at SEMA booth #11481.
WWW.SUNMIGHTUSA.COM

BASECOAT SYSTEM
Gone are the days of multiple 
mix banks and walls of inven-
tory. Matrix® Automotive Fin-
ishes introduces a three-tiered 
system that removes the complexity and delivers results for every 
collision repair need. Plus, it will prove profi table to your shop by 
reducing inventory, improving costs, simplifying ordering, ensur-
ing consistent color match, improving your competitive position 
against all other paint lines and giving you a universal software 
solution – Accushade®. Visit us at SEMA booth #10851.
WWW.MATRIXSYSTEM.COM

AUTOMOTIVE CLEAR
Metalux® 9702™ is a 2k high build, medi-
um solids, clear and is part of a great line 
up of VOC compliant products offered 
by ChemSpec USA. This clear features 
excellent fl ow and leveling characteristics, 
high gloss, and excellent durability. 9702 
delivers high build with an application of 
only two coats offering substantial sav-
ings in both application and product us-
age. Visit us at SEMA booth #N10675.  
WWW.MONTPROD.COM

EXTENDED PERFORMANCE CLEARCOAT
Developed specifi cally for AQUABASE® 
Plus waterborne basecoat, P190-6950 is 
engineered for ultimate gloss on multi-panel 
repairs or overall paint jobs, with superior fl ow 
and leveling characteristics. This new premium 
clear utilizes the same hardeners and thinners 
as P190-6930 Performance Clearcoat and is 
ideal for use in hot weather conditions. With 
its 2.1 VOC rating, it is compliant for use nationwide. Visit us at 
SEMA booth #24601.
WWW.PPGREFINISH.COM

REFINISH SYSTEM
The PRO//BASE™ Refi nish 
System from Martin Senour® 

is a compliant, consistent and 
complete system that fulfi lls a 
unique position in the market-
place. Suitable for blendable 
spot repairs, PRO//BASE is 
ideal for the medium-volume end user who does not require the 
fast cycle times of premium-priced systems, but still demands a 
better quality system than most value-priced systems can offer. 
WWW.MARTINSENOUR-AUTOPAINT.COM
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REFINISH LIQUID PEARLS
With 16 hues in all, Valspar Refi nish Liquid Pearls 
promises vibrant color and unlimited pearl effects 
along with mess-free mixing and spot-on color 
match. A squeeze bottle makes mixing Valspar 
Refi nish’s new pearls with color formulations quick, 
easy and most of all mess-free. The bottle design al-
lows for a controlled mixing process and a more ac-
curate color match. All 16 liquid color options mix with any Valspar 
Refi nish binder system and can be used in National Rule and Low 
VOC regulation areas. Visit us at SEMA booth #10851.
WWW.VALSPARAUTO.COM

MID-RANGE RESISTANCE SPOT WELDER
Car-O-Liner’s newest mid-range resistance 
spot welder, the CTR7, works with all new high-
strength steels. The unique product design 
offers a low center of gravity for safe, easy 
handling. The aluminum telescopic support arm 
adjusts horizontally and vertically. Features in-
clude cutting-edge inverter technology, welding 
currents to 12,000 amps and transformer gun 
technology for a greater working range up to 
20 feet. Visit us at SEMA booth #11339.
WWW.CAR-O-LINER.COM

MOPAR COLLISION RESOURCES
MoparRepairCon-
nection.com provides 
complimentary online 
collision repair techni-
cal reference publica-
tions for professional technicians. Featuring a library of body 
repair manuals, FCA US LLC position statements and technical 
publications, the website helps your shop get the job done right 
the fi rst time. Check out the latest position statement covering 
scan tool use for proper collision repair today.
WWW.MOPARREPAIRCONNECTION.COM

GLASS REMOVAL DEVICE
The Equalizer® Raptor™ is a cord/
wire auto glass removal device 
designed to dramatically improve 
power of the vacuum cup by the in-
tegration of our AirForce™ Constant Vacuum Technology. AirForce 
has been specifi cally developed by Equalizer to keep constant 
vacuum on the glass so that the Raptor stays where you place it 
— the Raptor resists sliding better than any product of its kind. The 
Raptor is powerful, small, light and easy to maneuver on all types of 
auto glass. Visit us at SEMA booth #33301.
WWW.EQUALIZER.COM

LASER MEASURING SYSTEM
Advanced Measurement Systems (AMS) 
introduces SPECTRE™ its patented, wire-
less Bluetooth laser measuring system. 
Simultaneous laser tracking of multiple 
measurement points provides dynamic ac-
curate 3D measurements. The True Angle 
dual axis tilt sensor compensates for out of 
level laser or vehicle positions. SPECTRE™ at less than 6 inches 
provides measurement capability anywhere with any type lift/
frame equipment. Visit us at SEMA booth #51103.
WWW.AMS-LASER.COM

METALLIC BRIGHT RED
For the Debeer® Refi nish Waterbase 900+ Series 
and BeroBase Series 500, comes a toner system 
that solves every refi nisher’s problem: OEM candy 
reds. DeBeer Metallic Bright Red delivers color hiding 
and match in less steps with a solid basecoat, lightly-
tinted translucent color layer and a clearcoat. Available in solvent and 
waterborne, the process delivers accurate results and invisible blends 
without cloudiness or mottling. Compared to competitive solutions that 
include 4 or more steps, DeBeer Metallic Bright Red saves profession-
als time and money. Visit us at SEMA booth #10851.
WWW.DE-BEER.COM

DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM
Keep your shop clean with Pro Spot’s new 
Dust Extraction System. The patented 
system safely and quickly extracts dust 
from sanding then vacuum the dust 
away. Containing NO electrical motor or 
parts, the system helps eliminate the risk 
of sparks. The lightweight, portable DE 
System is available in Aluminum & Steel 
specifi c systems to meet your shop’s 
needs. Visit us at SEMA booth #10839.
WWW.PROSPOT.COM

ADHESION PROMOTERS
934-71 Black and 934-72 
White 1 Step Plastic Adhe-
sion Promoters save time 
and money with this one-step 
adhesion promoter and fast-
drying, smooth-spraying tintable 
sealer. Improve your effi ciency 
and color match and deliver a 
Glasurit quality fi nal fi nish! 
Visit us at SEMA booth #20367.
WWW.BASFREFINISH.COM/GLASURIT_9347172



That Look When You  

 Discover 47% More Adhesion.
At USC, we call that look your “A” Face. That’s “A” for: Amazing adhesion, Astonishing  

dry times and Awesome sandability. It’s the direct result of learning that Icing Lite®  

provides 47%, and AG47™ 33%, more adhesion to aluminum.* (Actually, they’re  

amazing on all metals!) Ask for Icing Lite and AG47 from your local USC distributor  

and discover your “A” Face today. Call 1-800-321-0672 for local availability. 

*Data findings in a technical laboratory study. Icing Lite and AG47 performance was compared to leading competitive products.

uschem.com

Maximum adhesion 

to all metals

*

November 1-4, 2016  
Visit us at our booth #10653

U.S. Chemical & Plastics, A Valspar Automotive Brand. © 2016 The Valspar Corporation.
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Hard Cap Body Hammer Cover

Innovative Body Shop Tools & Equipment
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APPROVED
for non-structure, 

like door skins

0.625 Light Toe  
Dolly Cover

General Purpose 
Dolly Cover

#35017

#35013

ULTRA GLOSS CLEARCOAT
Incorporating advanced resin technology, EC550 Ultra Gloss is 
the latest addition to the ENVIROBASE® High Performance En-V 
clearcoat line. Designed for overalls and multi-panel applications 
in all refinish markets, this premium clear delivers superior gloss, 
excellent flow and leveling, and is ideal for use in hot weather 
conditions. This 2.1 VOC clear utilizes the same hardener/reducer 
combination as EC530 En-V Performance Clear.  
Visit us at SEMA booth #24601.
WWW.PPGREFINISH.COM

CORROSION PROTECTION
AkzoNobel is a leader in corrosion protection, providing performance 
coatings for the protection of aluminum and other substrates in the 
most severe environments. MetaAlloy CI continues the trend, delivering 
breakthrough proprietary technology for coating, repairing and protect-
ing aluminum. It is an OEM warranty-approved product that:  
t�0GGFST�TVQFSJPS�BEIFTJPO�PVUTUBOEJOH�QBJOU�nFYJCJMJUZ�BOE�BEWBODF�DPS-
rosion protection on painted surfaces.
t�)FMQT�QSFWFOU�SF�XPSL�QSPUFDU�WFIJDMF�CSBOE�FRVJUZ�BOE�EFMJWFS�IJHIFS�
CSI scores. Visit us at SEMA booth #25133. 
WWW.AKZONOBEL.COM

RIVETING  
SYSTEM
Pro Spot’s PR-5 
is designed as the 
tool of today and 
tomorrow. The 
unique design al-
lows for current attachments and adapters 
for various riveting applications, including 
flow form, calibrate, removal, SPR, hallow, 
solid and blind rivets and rivet nuts. Be 
efficient and confident in repairs with the 
Ford OEM approved PR-5. Optional ex-
tensions arms and adapters also available.  
Visit us at SEMA booth #10839.
WWW.PROSPOT.COM

SCISSOR LIFT BENCH
The new 
Globaljig® 
Presented by 
Chief® Quick 
Pull scissor 
lift bench is 
designed 
to handle most sheet metal and other 
light-duty pulling jobs right in the bay. The 
mid-rise Quick Pull bench easily lifts a ve-
hicle to a comfortable ergonomic working 
height up to 4 ft. 5 inches. The compact 
Quick Pull has a lowered height of just 4 
inches, so no access ramps are needed — 
simply drive over the bench, swing out the 
lift arms, raise the car and get to work.
WWW.CHIEFAUTOMOTIVE.COM

LED SPEED LIGHT
Speed Light is 
Axalta’s lat-
est technology 
developed so body 
shops can achieve 
the best possible 
results in the refin-
ish paint process. 
This hand-held LED light source will 
help identify pre-paint defects, compare 
color samples, check color matches and 
identify flake coarseness. In addition, 
refinishers can use it to spot post-repair 
issues like coverage and hiding. Visit us 
at SEMA booths #22391 and 61009.
WWW.AXALTA.US



®

MINI-DUCTOR® 
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The Mini-Ductor® Venom™ releases metals 
from corrosion and thread lock compounds 
VHSGNTS�SGD�C@MFDQR�NE�NODM�Ʀ@LD

> Angled Design with Trigger 

> Two Year Warranty

> Coil Twist Lock™

> User Controlled LED Switch

™

THE INDUCTOR® LITE

> Reduce labor by 75%

> Re-use parts normally discarded 

> Reduce the need for toxic solvents 

> Save on consumables

VVVSGDHMCTBSNQBNL

®®
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MIG, MAG, TIG-DC, MMA & FLUX Synchronized Pulse & Double Pulse SS, Brazing � Aluminum 

Silicon, Magnesium ��<HV�SURJUDP�FHUWLILFDWLRQ�+RQGD��)RUG��1LVVDQ�HWF�:HOGHUV����DPSV

LOW VOC CLEARCOAT
Glasurit 923-210 Low VOC Clearcoat gives the 
option of fl exibility while delivering exceptional 
results. This outstanding glamour fi nish meets 
250 gram/liter or 2.1 lbs/gal Ready-for-Use 
(RFU) regulations. It can be air-dried or baked at 
a multitude of temperatures. New climate spe-
cifi c reducers are available for optimal performance in all seasons 
and environments, while providing long-term durability and gloss. 
Visit us at SEMA booth #20367.
WWW.BASFREFINISH.COM/GLASURIT_923210

COLOR WEB APPLICATION
AkzoNobel is helping body shops work more effi -
ciently with MIXIT — a real-time color web applica-
tion designed to work seamlessly on smartphones, 
tablets and PCs; available at www.MIXITcloud.com. 
It offers a quick and easy solution for body shops to fi nd the color 
they need using a keyword search, in any language. It is the ideal 
tool for customers using any of AkzoNobel’s leading vehicle refi n-
ish brands including Sikkens, Lesonal, Wanda, Sikkens Autocoat 
BT and U-TECH. Visit us at SEMA booth #25133.
WWW.AKZONOBEL.COM

ALLDATA COLLISION
The most complete single source of 
OEM collision repair information — 
more than 38,000 engine-specifi c 
vehicles. ALLDATA Collision delivers 
instant access to OEM collision re-
pair procedures such as sectioning 
and structural repairs, handling of new materials and panel remov-
al and replacement. Plus, access to mechanical repair information 
is offered in ALLDATA Repair. Visit us at SEMA booth #10623.
WWW.ALLDATA.COM

GARAGE POUCHES
USC Garage® Pouches are the premier single-
use, easy-to-use solution in the body fi ll and fi nish 
category. Designed specifi cally for the do-it-your-
selfer, the lineup consists of six of U.S. Chemical & 
Plastic’s top-rated putties and glazes that have been packaged in 
the 6 and 8 oz. pouches. From dents and small repairs on alumi-
num, steel and fi berglass, to repairs on wood, metal and plastics, 
with USC Garage restore and beautify vehicles, power sports, 
recreational vehicles and home. Visit us at SEMA booth #10653.
WWW.USCHEM.COM
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©2016 ALLDATA LLC. All Rights Reserved. ALLDATA and ALLDATA Collision are registered marks 

of ALLDATA LLC. Ford and Ford F-150 are marks of Ford Motor Company. All other marks are property 

of their respective owners. Repair Info for 2016 Ford F-150 available November 2016. 080416

www.ALLDATA.com

The Most OEM Collision Data in the Industry

Call Today

(877) 380-3084

2016 Aluminum Alloy 
Ford F-150

Collision & Repair Info Available Now!
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SANDING SHEETS 
& DISCS
The cutting power of a coarser 
grit and the fi nish of a fi ner grit 
— Maxcut is the result of the 
next-generation coating technol-
ogy that utilizes stone grouping and uniform grid layout with laser 
precision. This allows Maxcut to increase its cutting power and 
paper life while maintaining an extremely uniform fi nish.
WWW.EAGLEABRASIVES.COM

FAN DECKS
Axalta launched new fan deck systems 
for its Spies Hecker® Permacron® 
293/295 Series and Standox® Stan-
docryl® Basecoat paint systems. Paint 
chip size, organization, housing and the 
cover of each fan deck system were 
redesigned to make it easier than ever to choose the best starting 
point for color matching. Each chip provides a real-life representa-
tion of the product as it looks when applied at your facility. Visit us 
at SEMA booths #22391 and 61009.
WWW.AXALTA.US

POWDER-FREE GLOVES
The Adenna Phantom latex powder-
free gloves have a textured surface 
to enhance grip performance in both 
wet and dry applicaitons. The black 
color of Phantom gloves masks 
stains, oil, grease and paints. The 
Phantom is an above average latext 
glove fi nger thickness at 6 mil.
WWW.ADENNA.COM

FLEX CLAMP
The DF-FC205 Magnetic Flex 
Clamp is a strong, professional 
and fast method for securing 
parts for controlled paint-
ing. The fl exible neck allows 
the part to be moved without 
being touched, and the strong 
magnetic base can attach to 
metal spray booths. Includes 
one piece.
WWW.DENTFIX.COM





*Free shipping on all Ranger Products to most areas in the 48 contiguous states.
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Call 1-800-253-2363 or Visit bendpak.com/3DAligner

Target 3D

PRO
Wheel Alignment

The model 3DP4100 Target 3DPro™ is an extremely accurate wheel

alignment system thanks to advanced imaging technology that delivers fast, 

industry-standard alignments. It streamlines the entire alignment process 

delivering critical readings in less than two minutes. With minimal investment 

and reduced training, the Ranger Target 3DPro aligner expands your service 

potential and sends more profit to your bottom line.

ADVANCED IMAGING TECHNOLOGY THAT DELIVERS 

FAST AND ACCURATE ALIGNMENTS

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW
3D IMAGING WHEEL ALIGNER

MODEL 3DP4100

(Aligner Only)

KEEP ‘EM

STRAIGHT

KEEP ‘EM

STRAIGHT

MRP
$14,780

MRP
$12,780

NEW

*FREE SHIPPING!
 FREE INSTALLATION!
 FREE ON-SITE TRAINING!

PRICE INCLUDES:

(Lift sold separately)
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MATTE FLAT FINISH
Searching for 
that old-school, 
no-gloss look? 
5 Star Xtreme 
Original Flat Finish 
has you covered. 
This matte fi nish 
clearcoat was designed to be used with 
any color basecoat paint, while offering 
UV protection and the durability of any 
premium clearcoat fi nish. Check out our 
website for more details. Your trusted 
source for 24 years!
WWW.5STARXTREME.COM

SPOT REPAIR TOOL
Motor Guard’s 
Magna-Strip-
per System is 
the Ultimate 
Spot Repair 
Tool for steel 
and alumi-
num body panels. The Magna-Stripper 
quickly strips clear coat, base coat, primer 
coat or all three without damaging the 
body panel. Soft, resilient compound is 
impregnated with abrasive, absorbing the 
heat and leaving the metal like new. The 
Magna-Stripper feathers like no other 
method. Universal hardware fi ts all popu-
lar air and electric tools. Made in USA.
WWW.MOTORGUARD.COM

POWDER GUIDE COAT
Collision center technicians 
save time and expensive 
materials while reducing 
re-work on every job with 
Premium Powder Guide 
Coat from SEM. Packaged 
in a convenient aerosol, 
the product dries instantly 
and sands immediately. 
No more messy tubs, 
wasted product, masking 
or clogged sandpaper. This 
premium guide coat has exceptional detec-
tion of even the smallest pinholes, reducing 
re-work and assisting a fl awless fi nish.
WWW.SEMPRODUCTS.COM

MEMBRANE DRYER
The Walmec North America AMD-035 Membrane dryer 
is your best choice when your compressed air application 
requires ultra-clean and ultra-dry air. The AMD-035 Membrane dryer has a 4-stage pre-
fi ltration that is critical to the longevity and function of the membrane dryer. It has a fl ow 
rating of 35 SCFM and maximum working pressure of 150 PSI. WWW.WALMECNA.COM

Participate in Welding Training  
& Demonstrations  

SEMA Show Booth #11339

Leading the Industry in OEM Certified Approvals

BRILLIANT SOLUTIONS™  
REPAIR EQUIPMENT

GRAND PRIZE: ArcOne® Safe Weld Helmet with  

PAPR Respirator System – a $1,750 Value!

Stop by Our 

Booth & Enter 

to Win Welding 

Helmets! &��New Patent Pending 
Brilliant Solutions 

&��Promotional Pricing  
Ends December 2016

Technician Ergonomics, Efficiency, Safety & Job Quality
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Candy Made Simple
Achieve that elusive OEM candy finish on nearly the first pass with 

the DeBeer Metallic Bright Red Toner. Our advanced, patent-pending 

technology revolutionizes red candy OEM repairs. Skip a step and get 

coverage, match and a sweet candy finish faster with zero mottling, 

cloudiness and complication. So rich, so simple. Go ahead, treat yourself. 

Call 800.444.2399 or visit www.de-beer.com to request a demo.

November 1-4, 2016
Visit us at our booth #10851

'H%HHU�5H��QLVK��$�9DOVSDU�$XWRPRWLYH�%UDQG��k�����7KH�9DOVSDU�&RUSRUDWLRQ�

Available in OEM approved 
'H%HHU�5H��QLVK�:DWHUEDVH������
Series and BeroBase Series 500.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Exceeding customer expectations begins 
with products, systems from Lesonal
When you build your business on the ba-

sis of honesty, quality and exceeding all 

of your customers’ expectations, you de-

mand the same of your supplier partners.

Lesonal, a refinish paint system avail-

able in solvent and waterborne from in-

dustry leader AkzoNobel, provides quality 

products to growing businesses across the 

country, including a three-location Texas 

MSO owned by Mike Matejek and Ronnie 

Johnston. The duo owns First Choice Colli-

sion, Westside Collision and soon-to-open 

First Choice Collision-Cypress, all based in 

the Houston area, and utilize Lesonal paint 

and digital processes in their shops. 

The Lesonal complete line includes 

basecoats, clearcoats, pretreatments, 

primers, putties and more. “It is a great 

color match with a simple system,” John-

ston says, adding the cost is right, too.

The duo knows what to look for when 

selecting an important piece of the repair 

process like paint lines. The owners have ex-

tensive backgrounds in the collision repair 

industry; Johnston was a body and frame 

tech for 18 years. Matejek was part-owner 

of a body/mechanical parts house in Katy, 

Texas. They implement their experiences to 

run the business with integrity and honesty. 

That extends to implementing stan-

dard operating procedures and asking 

employees to work as 

a team. The Lesonal 

digital process that 

matches colors helps 

make this possible, 

as it increases speed 

of use and improves 

cycle time, according 

to Johnson. All of this 

makes work easier for 

the company’s eight 

paint employees, who, at the two currently 

open locations, work on approximately 

340 vehicles per month.

The Lesonal innovative color docu-

mentation and automated retrieval system 

helps Johnston’s shops find and identify the 

exact shade in virtually no time, regardless 

of manufacturer or make. These essential 

tools are updated and reissued regularly 

to guarantee you nothing but outstanding 

color accuracy. In addition, the company 

offers an online search module and color 

development services. With Lesonal, you 

can use any color for all kinds of repairs, 

including spot, panel and plastic repair.

The reliable line, renowned for its su-

perb color accuracy and ease-of-use, is a 

fully compliant refinish paint system with 

all you need to achieve a perfect paint job.

The modular system that Lesonal of-

fers presents users 

with unique benefits 

and great results. Le-

sonal products are 

perfectly coordinated 

with each other. All 

components – paint, 

hardeners, thinners 

and activators – are 

compatible. All prod-

uct labels are color-

coded for clear and 

easy identification. At 

a glance, you see not 

only the type of product, but also whether 

it is water- or solvent-borne. Lesonal in-

cludes a complete range of compliant 

products, helping you achieve VOC com-

pliance easily from start to finish.

Johnston and the crew at First Choice 

Collision use the Lesonal waterborne 

line, and have done so for five years. 

He points out that the environmentally 

friendly nature of waterborne paint 

makes it the obvious choice for his shops. 

Westside Collision opened 25 years ago 

with 14 bays in a 7,500-square foot build-

ing. Eight years into business, the partners 

added 5,750 square feet and 12 bays. First 

Choice Collision in Conroe, Texas, opened 

in 2011, and First Choice Collision-Cypress 

will be up and running later this year.

Updates and expansion are easier when 

the company has trusted partners such as 

Lesonal and the shops’ distributor, Finish-

Master. “We have a great relationship with 

FinishMaster,” Johnston says. “Not only do 

they supply our shops with quality prod-

ucts, but they also back it up with fantastic 

technical support and training.”

When you combine that support with 

the Lesonal digital advancements in color 

matching and more, exceeding customers’ 

expectations can come naturally.

2016 COLLISION INDUSTRY PROFILE



*Contact an Authorized Kia Dealer for details.

,FFQ�,JBT�(FOVJOF�
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The Kia Depot
Santa Ana
(888) 859-6573
Fax (714) 560-4124
parts@kiacarparts.net
www.kiacarparts.net

,&/56$,:

The Kia Store on Preston
Louisville
(502) 962-3261
Fax (502) 962-3239
Largest Kia Parts Dealer 
in KY
Next Day Delivery

."44"$)64&554

Wagner Kia of Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury
(888) 859-4827
Fax (508) 581-5789
wagnerkia.com
CollisionLink Dealer

Lev Kia
Framingham
(508) 879-5555
Fax (508) 626-1585
www.levkia.com

/035)�$"30-*/"

Gerry Wood Kia
Salisbury
(704) 216-2688
Fax (704) 638-9095
www.gerrywood-kia.com

 

4065)�$"30-*/"

Best Kia
Easley
(864) 312-4049
Fax (864) 312-4061
Bestkia.com

8"4)*/(50/

Performance Kia
Everett
(425) 609-5622
Fax (425) 609-5661
parts@performanceKia.com

*OTUBMMJOH�(FOVJOF�,JB�1BSUT�DBO�IFMQ�LFFQ�ZPVS�DVTUPNFST�TBUJTGJFE�

BOE�ZPVS�,JB�TFSWJDF�CVTJOFTT�HSPXJOH��5IF�POMZ�XBZ�UP�BTTVSF�UIBU�

ZPV�BSF�HFUUJOH�(FOVJOF�,JB�1BSUT�CBDLFE�CZ�UIF�,JB�8BSSBOUZ�

JT�UP�PSEFS�UIFN�GSPN�ZPVS�MPDBM�BVUIPSJ[FE�,JB�EFBMFS�

$POUBDU�ZPVS�MPDBM�,JB�EFBMFS�UPEBZ�GPS�BTTJTUBODF�

BOE�EFMJWFSZ�PG�UIF�QBSUT�ZPV�OFFE�

XXX�LJBHFOVJOFQBSUT�DPN



Engineered
for speed.
9HKLFOH�UHÀ�QLVKLQJ�GHPDQGV�D�UDUH�EOHQG�RI�

VXSHULRU�SDLQW�SURGXFWV�DQG�WHFKQLFDO�NQRZ�KRZ��

2QO\�$[DOWD�RIIHUV�WKH�FRDWLQJV�DQG�VXSSRUW�\RX�

QHHG�WR�H[FHHG�\RXU�FXVWRPHUV·�H[SHFWDWLRQV³

HYHU\�WLPH��LQ�UHFRUG�WLPH��

$W�$[DOWD��ZH·UH�UDLVLQJ�WKH�VWDQGDUGV�

RI�UHÀ�QLVKLQJ�SURGXFWLYLW\�����

axalta.us

�������$[DOWD�&RDWLQJ�6\VWHPV��//&�DQG�DOO�DIÀ�OLDWHV��$OO�ULJKWV�UHVHUYHG�

Visit us at SEMA 2016

Outside Booth

#61009

Inside Booth

#22391



Join today at https://WorkShop.SearchAutoParts.com 

PRESENT

�� HOW-TO VIDEOS

�� �MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING 

OPTIONS & RESOURCES

�� �INFO ON THE LATEST PARTS 

AND EQUIPMENT ... AND MORE!

WE’VE GOT TERABYTES 

OF FREE RESOURCES TO 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILL AND 

GROW YOUR BUSINESS:

Step into a Virtual Training Lab 
Designed Specifi cally for 

Automotive Professionals Like YOU!

“The  connects you with experts, colleagues 
and industry professionals in a user-friendly, online platform.  
Step your game up by exploring information and resources for 
technicians, shop owners, manufacturers, distributors and more!”PETE MEIER

Director of Training / Technical Editor
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MARKETPLACE

COLLISION REPAIR EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

POSIT IONS AVAILABLE

S E A R C H A U T O P A R T S . C O M

ORGANIZE YOUR SHOP

PROVIDING SOLUTIONS TO BODY SHOPS SINCE 1964

www.PDQAutoSupplies.com

1-800-434-5141

Shop NOW for all the clips, fasteners,  
bolts and body shop supplies you need  

at warehouse prices!

t Hardware & Fasteners

t Detailing Supplies

t Tools & Parts

t Abrasives

SEE OUR ONLINE  

CATALOG

1000 + Automotive jobs Online

www.ACTAutoStaffing.com

800-489-0536

Looking for Collision Personnel?

7,500 + Collision Personnel Resumes Online

looking for a job?

Paint stripe complete cars or match and repair just 

about any stripe that comes into your shop as easy 

as 1-2-3 with our unique stencil tapes. Just apply 

the stencil, paint over it and peel it off! Leaves the 

cleanest, sharpest line. Available in 56 different styles.

FOR FREE SAMPLES CALL TOLL FREE

1(800) 228-1258

www.f inessepinstr ip ing.com

You! Can do paint pinstriping with the 
Paint Pinstriping Stencil Tape

for the sharpest painted-on stripes
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Automotive 
Technician Training

Fox Valley Technical College in Appleton, WI is a nationally recognized and ASE 
Certified provider of mechanical technician training, including alignment, steering, 
suspension and repair of hybrid electric vehicles. Training is conducted in our  
state-of-the-art facilities or on-site at your location, even if it’s outside Wisconsin.
FVTC also offers eight auto and collision degree programs: www.fvtc.edu/Automotive
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The role of women 
in our industry
One area in which the industry could drastically improve is the recruitment of women

L
ast month in this space we talked 

about a new approach to recruiting 

and building a strong future work-

force. Let’s drill deeper and look at 

how to elevate the role of women in 

the collision repair industry.

It’s no secret that the collision repair industry 

needs to take a fresh look at recruiting practices. 

Our industry is not attracting talent the way it 

should. One area in which the industry could 

drastically improve is the recruitment of women. 

Habits are hard to break. It’s tempting to keep 

doing what we’ve been doing for years and continue 

to recruit individuals from within. What’s not easy is 

pulling new talent into the industry — individuals 

who have potential but simply haven’t seen collision 

repair as a legitimate option for them. For a number 

of reasons, those individuals are often women.

Anyone interested in using their skills in the col-

lision repair industry has a much stronger chance at 

being successful if they have clear direction on how 

to get started and the right support to keep them 

going. In this male-dominated industry, those crucial elements 

are not always available to women. When this is the case, collision 

repair is not fully explored as a career option and the industry 

effectively cuts its potential workforce in half.

Many of the women I meet in the industry did not plan to 

be in it, but instead found great positions that just so happened 

to be in collision repair. We need to keep these women in the 

industry by providing them with the support and growth op-

portunities they seek. At our company, women serve in many 

different roles and serve in many leadership positions. It’s very 

rewarding to watch them grow and move up in their careers.

One thing I see demonstrated consistently through my in-

volvement with the Women’s Industry Network (WIN) — where 

the focus is on supporting women in the collision repair industry 

— is the importance of mentorship. Many of the young women 

who have been awarded WIN scholarships have competed in 

SkillsUSA, and amazingly, the highest performing students are those 

who have a strong mentor or teacher dedicated to their success. 

WIN strives to support these young women fur-

ther. Along with awarding scholarships to young 

women in vocational programs, we pay for them 

to attend the WIN conference where they meet and 

interact with women who have achieved success 

in collision repair. It’s a chance for them to learn 

about a wide variety of different roles and compa-

nies available to them in the industry.

Starting out in any career can be challenging 

and intimidating, and WIN connects women at this 

stage with more experienced mentors who have 

spent time in the industry. This type of connection 

can be very powerful.  

Building a supportive network is what WIN is all 

about, but it should also be part of a broader goal 

that the entire industry takes on moving forward. 

Especially today, while we are facing a significant 

talent shortage in the workforce, we should be doing 

everything we can to help young students recognize 

the opportunities our industry has to offer. 

Collision repair should be seen as a viable option 

for anyone willing to put in the work and develop 

their skills. It should be seen as an industry in which people can 

grow and raise families. We’ve done a great job promoting the 

industry as a strong trade with a rich history. But the reality is 

sometimes parents and educators do not demonstrate effectively 

what modern collision repair is about. It’s not the same industry it 

used to be. Collision repair in 2016 is an industry that demands a 

multitude of skill sets and proficiencies, and thrives on the ideas 

generated by a diverse array of perspectives.

If we are going to make progress in our efforts to attract 

women to this industry and retain them once they are here, we 

must do a better job reaching them at the middle school and 

high school levels, steering them toward companies that have 

strong, supportive cultures and building upon these values in 

the industry overall. 

THE LAST DETAIL

COLLISION 
REPAIR SHOULD 
BE SEEN AS A 
VIABLE OPTION 
FOR ANYONE 
WILLING TO PUT 
IN THE WORK AND 
DEVELOP THEIR 
SKILLS.

MICHAEL GIARRIZZO, JR. is founder and president of 
DCR Systems (www.DCRsystems.net) and a pioneer in the utilization 
of lean production principles on the shop floor. 
mgiarrizzo@dcrsystems.net
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934-71 & 72 ONE STEP PLASTIC ADHESION PROMOTERS

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY TO SAVE  
YOU TIME AND MONEY

Glasurit advances the performance of the 934-70, one step plastic adhesion promoter, 
with the introduction of a black and white version with improved hiding and sandability. 
The new 934-71/934-72 saves time and money by integrating a sealer with the adhesion 
promoter. Learn more at basfrefinish.com/glasurit_9347172
 

VISIT US AT SEMA 2016, BOOTH 20367
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